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Groups unite
for lobbying
in Santa Fe

UNM faculty to vote
on 11 amendments

By Maria DcVarenne

By David Morton

Lobby efforts during the next legislative session by ASUNM, GSA,
ASNM and NMPIRG will center
around child care, finuncial aid and
tuition level increases.
John Schoeppner, president of
ASUNM and governmental affairs
officer for ASNM, said the groups
are "working together" and have
"a united front" for the upcoming
legislative session.
At the Graduate Students Association council meeting Dec. 1, the
five platforms from Associated Students of New Mexico were accepted
and a resolution was passed t9 have a ~
graduate wtitR-r~Y. st&ident.-wtJI:k~ ·
with the ASUNM ·Lobby Committee
next semester, Schoeppner said.
"I'm very happy that we can
work together for the UNM students," he said.
The platforms include a $3.2 million increase in funding for Title XX
as proposed by the Human Services
Department and a stable and comprehensive financial aid package for
students.
The package would divide financial aid into five categories, including College Work-Study funded at
$2 million, State Student Incentive
Grant Program funded at $1 million,
and Student Choice fund based on a
$1 million appropriation. The package includes an increase of the 3
Percent Scholarship program to 5
percent and provides sufficient
funding to the New Mexico
Guarateed Student Loan Program.
One of the platforms endorses a
I 0 percent increase of salaries for all
faculty and staff of two-year, fouryear and vocational-technical
schools, in an effort to make those
salaries competitive with comparable schools. so that New Mexico
higher education institutions can become competitive with other comparable schools.
Another includes a proposal encontinued on page 11 The 2Q.foot tree 11t th• Galerla downtown is mlrrt#fld In 11
nearby fountain.

Members of the faculty will vote
this ·week on I. 1 amendments to the
University of New Mexico constitution. Several of the amendments, if
approved, would reduce Faculty
Senate membe~ship by almost 50
percent
University Secretary_Anne Brown
said ballots containing the amendments were nmiled Friday to approximately 1,200 voting faculty members. The amendments were recommended by the Committee of Five
"to improve the effectiveness of the
Faculty Senate."
Gilbert Merkx, Latin American

.

were drafted because of the faculty's ·
dissatisfaction with the Senate's performance.
"Many feel the Senate is too large
and unruly,u he said. A survey of
the faculty taken by the Committee
of Five last year also reflects that
opinion, he added.
.. When you have a large orga·
nization, most of the work gets done
in committee, so there is"Jess representation involved in decision making," Merkx said.
However, Pauline Turner, home
John Perovich
economics professor and Senate Op·
erations Committee president, said
that although the Senate Operations
Committee doesn't have an official
position on any of the amendments,
"I don't think reducing the size of
the Senate is going to make it any
By Harrison Fletcher
more effective. ''
Three amendments that would
After his term as president of the
affect Senate membership are as folUniversity of New Mexico expires,
lows:
John Perovich said, he .. has no
.-rite proportional representation plans" for the future other than to
formula of senators tor schoQ)s, col- stay in Albuquerque and "sit back
leges and branches would be in- and relax."
creased from 1 sena~or per 25 full- . Perovich took over as interim
time faculty members to 1 senator president in 1982 amid a controverper 35 full-time faculty members. sial presidential search not unlike
This would eleminate about 17 sena· • the recent search that produced Ruttorships. However, no school, college or branch with full-time faculty gers Law Professor Tom Farer.
Perovich said he has ''hung on"
since his selection and that his term
bas been. ..gratifying."
"I'd do some things differently,''
he said, "but I've had a lot of cooperation and support, and that's aU a
strUcture;• he said. ''Butthe Legisl- president can and should expect ...
Perovich said when he took over
ature only approved $2.7 million.
The campus . planning committee as president his goaTs were to imstepped in and said that the structure prove faculty salaries! increase stuwould be for the campus and not the dent scholarships and recruit topquality in-state (as well as out-ofhospital."
JohQson said the hospital was state) high school graduates.
Although he said progress in these
asked to make Up 'the differen.ce.
"It's relti(ively easy to get funding areas (such as an increase in presfrom the state, but not from the pa- idential scholarships) has been
made, budget cuts have made de·
tients, 11 he said.
"If we're asked again, 1 don't velopntent slow in some areas. Peroknow what we can say because I vich cited the last academic year,
don't know where the money would when the U.':liVersity was forced to
come from, realistically, 1 ' Johnson cut funding in many areas such as
said.
c'.mtinued on page 5

UNM G-section parking will gain spaces
By Kristle Jones
Although some 0-section parking
places will be lost during the construction of the University of New
Mexico's parking stucture, more
will eventually be gainedt said Joe
McKinney of the University
Architect's office.
·.·orcoursef the bottom liners. t~at
we'll have more places," M Km·
ney said. "The loss of space will
happen while the construction is
going on."
He said about 250 spaces will be
lost in the G parking area near the

Computing Center. "The constt'UC·
tion will go in two phases, we
hope," McKinney said. "Phase one
is the structure allowed by the bond
issue, and phase two is still in the
negotiation stages. u
Phase two involves induding the
University of New Mexico Hospital
and funding from it. "We're still
talking about it,;, McKinney said.
"It comes down to their budget and
how badly they think they need the
.parking ...
lf phase two should occur, the
j)arking lot would lose an additional
200 spaces. •'But our net gain would

be somewhere around 550 spaces in
phase one and about 720 spaces if
both one and two are completed,''
McKinney said.
He said Bernalillo County does
not yet have the funding to participate in building phase two of the
structure. "Approving phase two is
highly desirable, and as soon as we
can get it, the better," Mc'Kinney ·
said.
·
Bill Johnson, UNM Hospital
administrator, said he had not discussed the parking situation with
anyone lately...Our original plan
was to approve $4 million for the

members would have Jess than one
senator.
•Twenty "at-large" senatorships would be eliminated.
However, two senatorships would
be created for ''non-school''
academic units, such as Dental
Programs and Public Administration, that are maintained by full-time
faculty.
continued on page 3

No plans
for Perovich
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Are You
Ready?

Wire Report

By David Morton

ican freed was not identified.
!RNA said the hijackers ''are said
to have been severely beaten up during the raid,"
Costa described the rescue operation as "excellent," IRNA said.
"The operation went by so fast and
unexpectedly that I didn't notice it,''
IRNA quoted Costa as saying.
''The hijat;kcrs had asked for service men to clean up the plane,"
IRNA said in a dispatch monitored
in Beirut. "When they (security
men) arrived in disguise they grabbed one of the hijackers and pushed
him down the stairs."
IRNA said the operation was carried out "swiftly enough to prevent
any counteractions by the armed hijackers. Seconds later, everyone inside came out while bursts of gunfire
were being heard all around the

Dec. 3 - Dec. 15

Closed
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December 7End of 16th week;

-

plane," !RNA said.
The hijackers seized the jetliner
Tuesday shortly after takeoff from
Dubai, United Arab Emirates, with
166 people aboard on a flight to
Karachi, Pakistan, and forced the
pilot to fly to Tehran's Mchrabad
Airport.
Once in Tehran, the hijackers de·
manded that the Kuwaiti govern-

ment free 17 people convicted of
carrying out a wave of bombings of
U.S. and French facilities in Kuwait
last December.
··
The Kuwaiti government flatly
and repeatedly rejected the de.
mands.
By the time the plane was
stormed, IRNA said, only nine hostages remained on board.

News at a Glance
Chairman refused tour
NEW DELHI, India- Union Carbide Chairman Warren Anderson flew
home Sunday 11fter being refused permission to tour a Union Carbide plant
that spewed poison gas, killing more than 2,250 people. Victims were still
dying at the rate of 30 a day. Tens of thousands of others exposed to the
poisonous cloud remained hospitalized with what officials feared would be
lasting injuries from the Dec. 3 gas leak at the plant.

Coal mine cannibalism
SHAN SHA, Taiwan-A miner trapped in a coal shaft for 100 hours was
rescued Sunday and wept as he told how he survived by eating flesh from the
corpses of three fellow workers. Lu Chou-chung, 56, was one of 96 miners
trapped in the Hal Shan coal mine Wednesday near the village of Shan Sha.
Supertanker attacked
ABU DHABI, United Arab Emirates- An Iraqi warplane fired a missile
into a Bahamanian-registered supertanker in the Persian Gulf Sunday,
damaging a tank but causing no injuries in the second such attack in less than
11 week. Gulf shipping sources and Lloyds of London s11id the 163,155-ton
B. T. Investor was hit by the Iraqi missile as it sailed towurd Irun's main oil
terminal at Kharg Island.
Beirut lighting
BEIRUT, Lebanon -Fighting erupted Sunday in the Shouf mountains
overlooking Beirut and shells crashed into Christian residential suburbs of the
Lebanese capital, wounding at least four people. The outbreak of violence
coincided with a meeting of top arn1y commanders aimed at securing the
twice-delayed deployment of Lebanese troops along the coastal highway
running across the Iklim Kharroub region south of Beirut.

December
Calendar
-

Faculty Senate to hear Perovich

by United Press International

Kuwaiti hijacking ends; hostages released
BEIRUT, Lebanon - Iranian
security men disguised as cleaners
stormed a hijacked Kuwaiti jetliner
in a blaze of gunfire in Tehran Sunday, freed all nine hostages aboard,
including two Americans, and captured four gunmen who threatened
to blow up the plane with all aboard,
Iran said.
Iran's official Islamic Republic
News Agency said two Kuwaitis
"who the hijackers claimed to have
murdered" were among the nine
hostages rele11sed:· The gunmen killed two U.S. government officials in
the first three days of the hij11cking,
which began Tuesday.
John Costa, 50, one of two Americans reported freed,. was treated for
bruises around his eyes at the Ir11n
Air medical center at Mehr11bad airport, !RNA said. The-second Amer-

Lost day to withdraw from
a course with approval
of college Dean (W/P
or W/F required)
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December 1 0 -

'

- General Registration
begins for spring semester

''

December 14 •
- Lost day for removal

of Incomplete grade
December 15 •

- Semester Ends

'
January 4Deodline New Mexico
511Jdent Loan for
February disbursement

.

Beat The Christmas Rush
Shoes
Buy 1
Get 1 Free

Garjield
50%oJ/

Portable
Radio
with
Headphones
7.95

BoKed
Cards
auy2
Get1
Free

general
store
8117 Menaul NE

111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

403 Cordova Rd. We•t,
Santa Fe

'

ABORTION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

:i
;.

WELL WOMEN CLINIC

f

Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.

f

NM Dally lobo
wishes you

a
Next issue is Mon, Janua.y 7.
Daily publication resumes Mon, Jan. 14
(first day of classes)

Prospective
Medical Students
The Navy can't make medical school any
easier. But if you qualify, you can avoid the
financial burden of your education by taking
advantage of the Navy's Health Professions
Scholarship Program. .
.
.
Scholarships available offer full paid tuition
to any approved medical school, plus books,
fees, equipment and approximately $579.00
monthly stipend. Additional income available
during summer employment in Navy Medicine.
Do you qualify? Applications available now.
For additional information, contact: Navy
Medical Programs 1-800-354-9627. Toll free.

Addresses by University of New
Mexico President John Perovich and
Provost McAllister Hull are listed
among the items scheduled for Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting.
Hull said that among other topics
he will speak about recent f~tculty
resignations because of low salaries,
problems confronting education,
and the distribution of lectureships.
He said he may also inform senate
members about budget prospectS,
provided that "Perovich doesn't
address it."
UNM President Perovich could
not be reached for comment about
his address,
Peter DiV:J.sto, Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee chairman, will present for senate approval amendments to the committee's
policy regarding faculty term
appointments. The proposed
amendments m:J.ndate a first-term
review in the second semester of the
third year of a professor's appointment.
According to one of the amendments, "lf the decision about performance is negative, the faculty
member shall be issued a terminal
contract for the year following the
decision." This would give the
faculty member an extra semester !o
establish a performance record m
both teaching and research.
Elinore Barrett, associate arts and
sciences dean, will report on the
findings of the Committee to Study
the Possible Formation of a College
of Natural Science and Mathematics. Barrett said much of the committee's findings are inconclusive
since more faculty input on the matter is needed.
David Kidd, biology professor,
will submit proposed revisions of
the German major for senate approval. Kidd said a new double major
option has been added allowing students to major in both German and in

said her report to the senate will cona subject other than a language.
Jonathan Porter, history profes- sist of "tying up loose ends" as
sor, will report to senate members Tuesday's meeting will be the last
on whether a standing committee senate meeting for 1984.
should be appointed for Auxiliairy
Also included <tmong the items .on
Services, which includes the Physic- the senate agenda are committee real Plant and the UNM Bookstore.
placements, the minutes of the Nov.
"We don't think such a commit- 13 senate meeting and an open distee is necessary," Porter said. "But cussion.
for the Bookstore and Media SerThe Faculty Senate will meet at
vices'' a committee might be recom·
3;30 p.m. Tuesday in the Kiva Aumended.
Senate President Pauline Turner ditorium on the UNM campus.

Vote

continued from page 1
•voting positions for UNM
administrators, including directors
from branches and colleges, would
be eliminated. Five senatorships
would be lost although administrators and directors would receive ex·
officio Senate memberships.
Faculty approval of the three
amendments listed above would reduce Faculty Senate membership
from its present 83 voting members
to about 45 voting members.
Other amendments listed on the
ballot which would affect the elections and nominations of senators

are:
•Beginning in 1986, all senators
would be elected for two-year terms.
At present, only those senators who
receive the highest number of votes
have two-year terms.
•The strictures against more than
two consecutive terms would be removed, permitting senators to run
for re-election.
•secret balloting for the election
of senators would be eliminated.
•The requirement for proportional representation of junior and
senior faculty, according to the
proportion in the respective school
or college, would be dropped.
•Nomination procedures and eligibilty for the "non-school" or college would be determined by its
faculty.

.Faculty from the "non-school"
or college would provide its own
procedures for filling vacancies.
•The Committee of Five would
be re-named as the Committee on
Governance. lfs members would be
elected for three-year terms, and
they would elect a chairperson
annually.
•Finally, instead of electing a
Faculty Senate secretary for a three·
year term, the University Secretary
would serve in that function.
Anne Brown said each amendment must receive two-thirds of the
actual vote in order to pass. If the
faculty approves the amendments,
they will be forwarded to the UNM
Board of Regents for ratification.
The ballots must be returned to the
University Secretary's office by
Dec. 17, 1984.

-

DISPLAY
ADS
IN THE
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Buy One PIZZA
Get One FREE!
Buy any Si.ze Original Round Pi.z.za
at regu[ar price and get the identical
pizza free with this coupon!
AT A CONVENIENT LmLE CAISAI5 NEAl YOU

FAIR PLAZA

4201 Central NW

Lomas/San Pedro NE

.836-1364

262-1491

Begin and End Over Christmas Holidays

In this 5-day seminar y~u will learn to:

Make Better Grades
Spend Less Time Studying
Evelyn Wood's Method Works -over 1 million people, including
students, executives, senators,
and even presidents have
proven it. In this 5-day seminar
you will learn how to save
hundreds of hours of drudgery
this year, and make better
grades on your final exams.

~EveiYI]Wood
~ ReadtngDynam1cs

Would you like to:
0 Raise your grade average
without long hours of reading
and studying?
0 End all-night cramming
sessions?
0 Breeze through all your
studying in as little as i/3 the
time?
0 Have more free time to enjoy
yourself?
0 Read 3 to 10·times faster, with
better concentration, understanding and recall?

.

ATRISCO PLAZA

ffi

:Cl~101::,~:1:!~::~~~~~!!!~:~:::~1 :•t·f:t:!:I:ICI):l~
The Staff
of the
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Here's what you'll learn:
0 How to take tests ... to be
ready for finals.
0 How to remember what you
read ... The first tirne .. without re-reading.
0 How to understand and
comprehend what you read.
[J How to study ... How to get
organized ..• How to take
accurate concise notes.
0 How to concentrate. - .So
your mind doesn't wander
while you read.
0 How to read faster ... 3 to 10
times faster.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics makes it all possible

Begin and End Over ChtlstmiJs Holidays
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Forum

Women's Studies
offers new course

...commeatarg

by Uerlie Rreatlted

....------=---,

Marketplace a fiasco
Editor:

Park" in Albuquerque is not itself
a bad idea; but do we want to
So, at last the city fathers are place such a park in such an ugly
ready to ask the legislature for spot, where loud trains will constate help to reestablish and tinuously be rolling past? Should
maintain a vehicle emissions in- the New Mexico State Fair relospection program. Until now I cate, that site would be ideal for
have wondered that we could such a plan as Fiasco Marketsimply thumb our noses at $31 place suggests; and, it offers
million of free federal funds we enough room to do it up big will lose if we do not clean up our really do it right and not focus so
skies. Even more incredulous, at much on commercial ends.
the same time we plan to spend
Perhaps in time a private firm
almost $100 million on this farce might be persuaded to build a
known as Festival Marketplace. near or exact duplicate of the oriFiasco Marketplace would be a ginal Alvarado Hotel at its originmore accurate moniker. Surely al site, You gentlemen (or ladies)
the election results stated very who hope to play mayor next
plainly that what the people of year had better be damned sure
Albuquerque want and need are you know what the people of this
new bridges. Additiona.l bridges marvelous city truly want. If our
will ease rush hour traffic flow city fathers go ahead with plans
across the Rio Grande and will be to spend my money on this bad
a major step toward improving joke I will vote again for Gordon
Sanders.
the quality of our air.
In contrast, Fiasco Marketplace will Interrupt Central AveNels Corey Magnuson
nue and will inhibit shoppers
from going downtown because it
will be so difficult to get downtown. This burlesque is expected
to inspire great improvement of
the downtown area in general;
but the people know it will not
beautify any of the rest of down- By John H. Hooker
town, nor are the "projected" reA famous wit (whose name I
venues very likely to prove accurate. I do not feel our downtown cannot remember) once said that
should receive preferential treat- no one should ever have to
ment over other retail areas in watch two particular processes:
town, but we could draw more the making of sausages and the
shoppers to the area if we could making of laws. Unfortunately, it
persuade one or two major de- will soon be that time of year
partment chains to locate new again.
Perhaps it is even more destores there. The area also needs
a great deal more new parking, pressing to note that the process
and frequent and convenient has been going on all year what
jperhaps free) public transporta· with the various committees
tion among and around the holding hearings here and there,
downtown area that might even elections being held, postures
travel to and from Old Town, as being taken, etc. The University,
of course, has been in the middle
well.
much of this process, and we
of
I am too young to remember
much about the original Alvar- may yet end up as so much
ado Hotel, but as a native I would ground beef before everything is
be ashamed even to look upon said and done next March.
In a conversation with a well·
this plastic travesty. We propose
to raze the Sunshine Building, a known local politician a few
very real piece of Albuquerque weeks ago, I was given some inhistory, and replace it with the sights into the particular probillusory. We should arrange for a lems that we are heir to here at
private development firm to re- the University. This ol' pol denovate the Sunshine Building- scribed the meeting between the
perhaps convert it into a hotel. University and the State LegislaThis fine old structure harbors a ture as a collision between the
flexible and working theater, and most alien public institution in
a good restaurant in the top floor New Mexico and the most nativwould surely be a popular draw. ist one. At laast we are not Texas
Already there is arising a cry for Tech which is becoming a fullnew lodging in the vicinity, and service university out there on
when new construction doubles the windy plains of Texas. They
the size of the Albuquerque Con- have an even worse identity
vention Center this need will be- problem than we do.
But the problem is notjustthat
come even more acute. The concept of some sort of "Central we are different kinds of institu-

BY

Doonesbury

GARRY TRUDEAU
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University's contempt for Legislature discouraging
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the Now MoxictJ Daily Lobo is published Mondiy through Friday every regulor week ofthe

Universityyea~,wee~lydutlng elated and finals weeks andweeklydutlngthe summer session,

tiona! animals, but that we seem dents who are strong of stoto hold each other in contempt. mach, I would invite you to get
And I am more discouraged by involved over the next three
our apparent contempt for them months. The legislators are gerather than their alleged con- nuinely interested in hearing
tempt for us. It is very easy to fall from their constituents. You can
r-----------'"'!.~ help our legislators help us. The
-· --·
"n DE" I
GSA has established two routes
". I for graduates to get involved
with the process of making law.
"'(-.:'l
.
· . '/- The
least difficult one Is for you
:;;:
·
r
to give us your name for our tete~ :~·;
phone tree- we call you and
~ :· .;
. :::
then you call your friends and
:; . your legislators when an issue of
-..~
·
z j concern to us comes upi The
"Marifs,Otr~.ontGttrin_$Jm~altXd~ 1 more difficult route is for you to
actually join our Public Affairs
into a kind of fashionable intel- Committee. Members of the
lectual cynicism here in our stuc- committee with the strongest
co-covered towers, firing ad stomachs will have to go to Sanhominem salvos at the legisla· ta Fe upon occasion during the
tors and the legislature while we session and watch the action.
pursue our research and our stu- (We will only have a couple of
dies. This viciously urbane and lobbyists registered to speak on
clever posture can only hurt us behalf of the GSA, and I'll be one
and keep us from achieving any of them, so I must ask everyone
who does accept this invitation
kind of excellence.
For all their shortcomings and to note that they are private indisuccesses, it must be noted that viduals who happen to be graduthe legislators do represent a ate students when they talk to
fairly clear cross-section of the the press or the legislators.)
people of New Mexico all the
Beyond the basic citizen selfway from the most liberal urban education program we are purintellectual to the most con- suing, the GSA will be lobbying
servative rancher. What they with other groups on some
need from us is not threats of issues of concern to graduate
dis·election or taunts, but rather students and the University. We
information and recommenda· hope to work closely with the
tions.
administration, the faculty, and
So for those graduate stu- ASUNM on issues like fel-

-;'GSA · '
;--: 3

lowships for under-represented
groups; financial aid for graduates needing child care while in
school; more assistanceships
and better salaries for GA's,
TA's, and RA's; improved salaries forfaculty; more funds for the
libraries; more financial aid to
accompany any increases in
tuition; and the expansion of the
Board of Regents.
You see, there is no excuse for
complaining about the process
anymore. The GSA will help you
get involved if you want to participate. Talk to me or your departmental representative to the
GSA Council for further details.
Of course, I realize that there
will always be a certain group of
people who are not joiners. For
you all, GSA has not created any
kind of route to getting your
voice heard above the din of
sausage making. We did not
have to as one already exists. It is
called the .First Amendment.

By C11rlll Villa
The Women·~ Studies program
now offers a field-experience course
designed to give students an oppor·
!unity to gain "real-world" experiencewith an agency or organization
involved in women's issues, said
Helen Bannan, associate director of
the program.
Bannan has organized the threecredit,hour course that will require
10 hours of work each week for 15
weeks.
''In order to match the students
and the agencies properly, we are
organizing files for each (agency),''
Bannan said.
Students' work will be evaluated
twice during the semester by both
faculty and on-site supervisors, she
said.
The student will also be required
to write a brief midterm selfevaluation and a longer final evaluation that will also include analysis of
the organization's structure and
functions in relation to its goals,
Bannan said.
"Some of the organizations require training programs before the
student can start work. These should
be Qttcnded before the semester begins," Bannan said."
SFor more information, contact
277-3854.

Plans---

Perovich said the recent controversy surrounding the presidential search "has not been positive"
for the University's image and that
he hopes it would not hurt UNM in
the long run or in the upcoming legislative session.
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All U.N.M. Students
with fulltime I.D.

VILLA HAIR DESIGNS
2214 Central S.E.
255-3279
8:30-6:00

STUDENTS!il *\~
Our Business ~~*

.

Is Booming ~-t~! ~
WE HAVE JOBS!1~~

Julia Serna

Anthony Cipa/one stands next to his 4-foot-high gingerbread
house. The house took him about 20 hours to make and will be
on display in the SUB.

Lf you can work a full day
If you can work Monday through Friday
If you have skills In:
• TYPING (55 WPM NET)
• SHORTHAND (80 WPM)
• TRANSCRIPTION
• WORD PROCESSING

'Yfie
'Turquoise
(Flamingo
fine Vintage Clothing
& Collectables
120 Amherst N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 ............
255-0101
·~

COME TO KELLY TODAY!
We'll evaluate your skills and give you a
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BACARDI., rum fruit punch
lntargeconlarnermix~ 02

r>ll#tMA--~<;,IdH.A.-7

pmeappfe

jUice,6oz. orangejl.lice,6oz lemon

c.?tk

or hme JUICe, 750 ml Bacardi tiglll rum.
Add fine sugar to taste. Chill 2 hour!i.
Pour murtore over block of ice in bowl.
Add 32 02. eold ginger ale or club
soda Decbrale with fresh fruit. 18

servings.

RESUMES

BACARDI~rum eggnog
Pout l quart oi eggnog tni~ (as
supplied t>yyoordairy)lnto
pUiK:h bowl. Pour In 12 oz. Bacardi

ambel rum and stir. Fold ln1 cup

(8 oz.) whipped heavy cream. Chill,

stir. T<!P Individual. servings wrth
nutmeg. Senles 12.
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LOW PRICES
FAST SERVICE
QUALITY COPIES

kinko•s copies
Open 1 days
2312 central SE
255·9673
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Doors open at 7:00
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Lettors Submlulon PoliCy: letters to the editor must be typed, double·spaced and no more
Ihan 300 words. All mailed·in letters tnust ba Signed by the authot and include addtass· and
lelephonr number. No names will bewilhheld. The OailyLobodoes not guarantee publication
and will edit letters for length end libelous eanlent.
oditar ................... Camille Cordova
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: ·.:. BACARDI rum. Make a holiday party.

aulhor solely. Unsigned opinion lsthatofthe editor and refleciUhe editorial policy oft he paper
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Although this year's budget is
"better," .Perovich said, "the
budget is always a problem. You
never get funded to the level you
would like to be."

Regarding his successor, Perovich said, ''he's going. to get a lot of
free advice." Offering some of his
own, he said that Parer should ''listen a lot."
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continued from page 1

Perovich said that. among the
areas that have experienced the most
progress are the healthand sciences,
although the University has many
other strong points and such evaluations arc "very subjective."

!);it.__ ,

,.~

summer school courses.
"What you hope to do is make
progress every year," he said.
"That year (1983-84) I don't think
we did in many areas. The budget
has a lot to do in affecting goals."

by the Board of Studont Publ.lca.tlons olthe University of New Mexico. Subscription rate isSI5
per academic yanr. Second class postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexica 8?131.
The opinions expressed on the editorial pages ofth$ New Mexico D41lyl..oboaretho!le of the
bul does not necessarily represent the Views of the members of 1he Darty Lobb staff.
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Quality Import Co.
and Bacardi Rum

Robbins 3 oz. PolyPro
Underwear (womens tops)
Reg. $17.95 SALE $11.95
Robbins 6 oz. PolyPro
top (men's & women's)
Wallace Berry Style
Reg. $29.95 SALE $19.95
Robbins 7 oz. PolyPro Sweatpants
(men's & women's)
Reg. $36.00 SALE $23.50
Robbins 100% Cotton Wallace Berry Pullover
(men's & women's)
Reg. $22.95 SALE $15.95
Canvas Bomber Jacket
100% Cotton
(Unisex,M,L,XL only)
Flannel Lined
Reg. $66.95 SALE $46.95
Billy Goat 100% Cotton
Corduroy Pants (men's)
Reg. $39.95 SALE $28.95

M.._OlJN't.1\INS

~&RIVERS

2320 Central NE • 268·4876
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Publications Board confirms new editor for CSW
By .Juliette Torrez
Prompted by the recommendation
uf an advisory board, the Student
Publication Board confirmed junior
Martha P, Hogan as the new editor
for Conceptions Southwest, the arts
and literary magazine of the University of New Mexico.
"She was one of six very strong
candidates," said journalism Professor Fred Bales, acting spokesman
for the advisory board. "We liked
her thinking (about the magazine)."
Although she said she advocates
maximum student participation,
Hogan introduced an idea concern-

ing the role of faculty in the magazine. "'It's not an absolute, but if we
chose to publish the work of a faculty member, we would also ask them
to sponsor a student whose work
they felt was superior or that they felt
very strongly about.
''That way the faculty will be able
to function through a dual role,"
said Hogan, "one way as artists,
poets and writers, but also as
faculty."
Hogan attended UNM during the
1977-78 school year. "I then quit
and went to New York and returned
(to UNM) in the fall of 1983," she
said.

While in New York, Hogan lived
in Greenwich Village as a songwric
ter and singer. With the group The
Song Project, Hogan said she began
dealing with the work of other people. The group picked, said Hogan,
what they thought were the best
songs from the works of 40 to 50
writers in the Village.
"That is where I became interested in not only my work but
other people's work," Hogan said.
"There's a lot of joy in giving to the
world peop.le's work that I admire.. "
Hogan said the work at Conceptions Southwest is the "same kind of
thing."

PURGATORY
TWOWAYS
TOSAVE

"At some level it doesn't matter
whose work it is," she said. "There
is just an urge to help that work get
known."
"I think she is a fantastic selection for the job," said former CSW
editor Chris Gonzales. "She has a
newness, yet she seems to command
administrative respect.''
"It's the beginning of a new
ideal," Bales said, "where the editor is responsible to publish two editions - and, during the second,
train the new (incoming) editor.''
Bales said that Hogan is "in the
position of a learning situation."
The deadline for applications for
editor was extended, said Bales, after the original deadline produced
only two applicants. "We wanted it
to be more competitive, so we extended the deadline," he said.
"All the candidates showed a willingness to work with the present
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DISPLAY ADS
IN THE

BUY YOUR
OUR CORNERS DISCOUNT CARD
OR SEASON PASS AND SAVE

DAILY LOBO

ARE SEEN

We have the "Hottest Skiing in the West" and the hottest prices too. This year
Purgatory's Four Corners Card will save you five dollars EVERY time you ski. Plus
you ski FREE the 8th and 16th times you use the card. And, twice during the
season, when you "Bring a Friend," your friend gets the same five dollar
discount on a daily ticket as you do.
Four Corners Cards and daily lift tickets are on sale now at: Oshman's Action
Sports, Adventure Ski &. Sport, Competitive Spirit, Gardenswartz Sportz,
Mountain Sports Ltd., Rocky Mountain Ski Company, and World Wide Ticket
Systems. For more information or reservations call us at t -800-525-0982.
AREA

ALL. DAY
ADULT TICKET

SEASON
PASS

PURGATORY

$20

$400

$18 If
pre-purchased In
Albuquerque or
Santa Fe

staff," Bales said, "which is particularly important for Hogan as she is
an outsider."
Hogan said she has met a few of
the staff. ''The people I have met are
interested and, to a point, interesting. r feel like they're important and
I'm important, and together, we will
make a magazine."

'WB~~~,rrm
1 0% Discount
with valid UNM ID
(faculty. students. and staff)
OPEN
Mon-Fri 10-9
Sat 10-5
Sun 12·5

(505) 868-0880
5612 Menaul NE
Albuquerque, NM 8711 0

Lorenzo Pimentel has been making
guitars for 42 of his 57 years. His Albuquerque luthier enterprise began 21
years ago, and with the aid of five of
his seven sons Pimentel has built a
thriving business. Pimentel, top right,
displays a classical guitar under construction. At right, he bends wood on a
hot iron for an instrument's sides. Be-

low, he plays what he considers his
finest piece of work, a recent product.
Son Victor, middle left, adds a
finishing touch to another guitar. Son
Bobby, right, attaches the sides of a
guitar to the front. When he is finished,
the instrument will look like the one at
top left. Made-to-order guitars by
Pimentel and Sons, luthiers, can cost
more than $1,000.

DISCOUNTS

RON'S
$35 Four Corners Card

OlminoReal

ski free 8th and 6th times

$20

$450

Taos

$20

$585

$ t 7 all day if
pre-purchased
None

$35 Telluride Ski Card
$19

Martha Hogan

MEN AT WORK
AT

$5 off every time you ski

Crested Butte

Telluride

focus-------

$500

$ 16 during egular season
$ 10 week days,

$ 14 weekends
(during bargain season)

... IN THE WARM
ATMOSPHERE OF
'
AN OLD ADOBE HOUSE.
\
REPLETE WITH BEAMED
,
CEiLINGS, FIREPLACE AND STAINED
.\
GLASS WINDOWS. YOU CAN ENJOY OUR
NEW MEXICAN SPECIALTV:CARNE ADO\/AD~
416 Yale SE • 255-0973

Serving
beer
and

wine

Monday-Saturday llam-lOpm

THESE CHRISTMAS CAROLS:
Approach everyone who is steadfast.
'tnJfiJie.::l 9A. /1V fiWO;) f/0
The Primary Christmas.
/fiOJ.J JSif.::l 9fU
Ecstasy toward the Orb.
PfJOJH aw OJ .for
Embellish the Corridors
sneH aw Jf39Q
I'm fantasizing concerning a blanched Yuletide.
seUIJSPfi:J 91/1/IH e JO BUJWeaJQ W1J
I apprehended my maternal parent osculating with snef;) rqueg 6UJSS/)I AWUIOkf .tteg J
a corpulent, unshaven male in crimson disguise.
Ag Glockenspiels
snag JaA/fs
What offspring abides thus.
SffiJ. Sf P/!11;) Jel/M
Removed in a bovine feeding trough.
'Ja6uew e UJ .fe.ttv
Creator, cool it, ya kooky cats.
uawanuao AL1aw aA JS9H poo
Seraphim we aurally detected in the stratosphere.
qB!H uo <IAeH aM Sfi16lJV
Valentino, the roseate proboscissed Wapiti.
.IaapUfaH pasOJ.J·PaH aq1 •qdfopnlJ
Father Christmas approaches the .Metropolis.
UAlOJ. OJ. 6UJWO;) Sf sne{;) eJUeg
The slight percussionist lad.
·.fog .Iawwn.1a
aqJ.

amn

SEASON'S BEST FROM
an the staff at

THE NEW MEXICO UNION

Sidewalk Cafe • Casa del Sol • Food Bazaar
Garden Court Restaurant • Kookie Korner • Mercado

Big Dipper • Fudge Factory

Photos by Scott Caraway.
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One year more for
gym construction

Gym
continued from page 8
department of health, physical
education and .recreation, "It's a
nice location for them."
Schmidt said the women's athletic directors and coaches will move
to the offices from Carlisle Gym.
The basement cf the west wing
will contain a 112-seat lecture hall,

two conference·seminar rooms and
two classrooms.
The lobby on the west side of the
gym will be converted into offices,
said Ladley, while a new lobby will
be constructed with skylights and a
walkway extending toward Popejoy
Hall.
The parking area between the

Spring building plans include
ASM expansion, parking area
By Juliette Torrez
Among the construction projects scheduled for next semester at the University of New Mexico are expansions for the Anderson School of Manage·
ment, a new parking structure and continuation of projects already under
way.
Robert Schmidt, assistant director for the University Architect's Office,
said major changes will include the Anderson School of Management and the
economics department. "Both will undergo extensive work," he said.
Another major project, Schmidt said, is a proposed parking structure
between the Computing Center and the UNM Hospital. The structure, when
completed, will accommodate 800 vehicles, he said.
''Whether the ~tructure will be open to students or not is up to the parking
people," Schmidt said.
Current work includes construction on the engineering-science complex
situated on the southwest part of the main campus. The structure will cost $1 l
million to build .and is expected to be completed in the spring of 1986,
Schmidt said.
The cross-country track is also being worked on, said Schmidt. "It should
be completed by next spring," .he said.
On the north campus, a proposed medical facility specializing in "body
scans" will be built next to the Ronald McDonald House.
Schmidt said bids will open next week for work on the UNM Valencia
branch, between Belen and Los Lunas. The Valencia branch is one of three
UNM satellites. The other two are in Gallup and Los Alamos.
Most of these projects, said Schmidt, are mixtures of state appropriations
and University funds.

Adul+

Whal Are Adult Cartoons?

Ca r1-oon s

"Is M!/' Palm Read7' (1933), "Superman and
the Electroeuthanasia Ray" (1942) &
·corny Concerto" (1943). 30 min

::::==~

Julie Serna

Patrick Tafoya (right) and Jason Hartley insulate one of the
columns at Johnson Gym.
By Juliette Torrez

Wanta parHime job that doesn'thurtyour grades? Or campus life? Give
your local Army Reserve unit a weekend a month and a couple of summers
during college, and they'll give you over $12,000 for college.
Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most units. Another
$6,000 for four years of monthly weekends and two~week summer stints. Plus
ovt;r $2,2~ tha~ you'll earn during two summer training periods. All
'Yhile you re getttng the most out of college. And doing the most you can part~
nme for your country.
You don't have to wait for college to join the Army Reserve. If you're 17 or
older ~nd .a ju!lior or senior in hign school, join us now! There's no better
part~nme Job m town.
Interested? For more information, call any of the numbers listed below.
Or stop by.

With roughly 24 percent of the
construction completed, the expan·
sion of Johnson Gymnasium at the
University of New Mexico .is
"slightly behind schedule due to
rain in October," said Robert
Schmidt, assistant director for the
University Architect's Office.
Among the additions to the gym
are four basketball courts, a lecture
hall, and an exercise room for facul·
ty and staff, said Ed Ladley, construction inspector for the University Architect's Office.
At a cost of $5.8 million, 56,000
square feet will be added to the
gym's present 213,500 square feet.
Construction began in April, and
the gym is scheduled to be com·
pleted in September of 1985,
Schmidt said.
"It (the construction) is an incon·
venience for the people that current•
ly use the gym," said Schmidt, "but

the building is functional and is still
being used.''
Also planned is an expanded lock·
er area. with 400 lockers to be added
on the east side of the gym for
women and faculty. ''When the gym
was first built," said Schmidt,
"women were not as involved (with
athletics) as they are now. As a rc·
suit, they were shorted on lockerroom space."
Ladley said a dance studio on the
second floor of the gym will also be
converted into a locker room, and a
faculty-staff exercise area will be
added.
On the west side of the gym, said
Schmidt, classrooms and about IS
offices will be added. A portion of
the offices, in the southwest corner
of the west wing, will be for
women's athletic directors and
coaches.
•'They are very happy about it,''
said Leon Griffin, chairman of the

continued on page 9

ltl'wlett-f'ackard cakulntors ha\'e the right features already built in to
problems in business, sdence, engitwering .tnd computer scicncl'
Help make some(me'5 job c.a~ier. Gh·e a bonus that
Fh::O. HEWLETT
polV~ off all year!
li:~ PACKARD

~implify

CHRISTMAS CALCULATOR SPECIALS

Call Joe Cortez

298-6787

Danskin
Hind

RIO GRfiHDE
SWIM SHOP
3104 Central SE (2 blocks East of UNP'I) 262·0787

FUNDING APPLICATIONS
for fiscal year 1985-1986
are available now from the
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION.

PJ-ograQ11t1_<!hL~L$<.'K'ntific • • • • • • • • __ _75.!)0 --~.!!'1.:~5.~
Pr<2.9!:<.!_!1:mlableJ3us~rl~SJ,~·

HP·82162A
HP·IL Thermal Printer ••••.. __<I_!)().()()_
.. :J~/!·.99..
- - - - - -----~·--~-·~·-:-~-~-- ~·-·--· --.
HP-82160A HP· IL Interface Module . •---·-. . . . .. -125_.00
ll2.50
-----~-----~--~--4.....-'-T-----------~---

c,,kul<1tnr Arct'~~Ofii.'B

X-COUNTRY
PACKAGE

SAI..E ENDS 12 31 ll4

HOLMAN'S~.
Quality producu for the Wotld ofSC:ieiice. E"glneetlng & Business.

401 WYOMING NE·265·79B1
ALBUGUERClUE, N.M. B71E!3
HOUM

M(iN •FRI 800·5 30
SAt830·430

Sl)()p
{Z¥2 blocks East of Girard)

HAPPY GIFT GMNG
Special gift treats from you to yours waiting at
Martha's Body Bueno Shop. Come in today!

Martha's exciting &. original gifts
for men and women, boys and girls
of all ages.

~

Wl• c,my ,, ,·ompk•te lnw of He\wletl P<1d<md
QUANTITY LIMTTE:b

BODY BVENO
3105 Central NE 87106 255·1122

Sale

HP-82161A _Dtglt,LC:~,~ette J:)n!JP_ .,_..__,, _ . A_~O.()(l_ -~-395.00_

Asnes <::lassie Ltd
$87.95
Norboot "thrlsty"
42.50
Fiberglass Poles
(4.95
Rottefella Bindings
12.95
j 1.75
Mount ilhd Wax
Total 170.20
$i09.95

'

AIS() it) Old Towl)

J95.()9 __ _!?~~!)
I:!P_-8214~1\ t!,P·41C Thermal Printer~.:_~.:.~_ :~85_,00 . _-~~5.0()_
HP-!ij215;JA Optic<:l] VJ.ITJQ___ ,,_•• , ,__._._, , •_, , _~ _1~5.t)() _ _ 11_2_.~!)
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Martl)a's

!!~~~!94A~HP·41C CiJrd_Reil_~er : ·.:..~:.:.

BEALLYOU CAN BE.

-------

*********************************************************************************
A FUNDING WORKSHOP WILL BE HELD FOR ALL
ORGANIZATIONS SEEKING FUNDING FOR 1985-1986.

.•• , .• . . 120.0Q. ____ 99.9!!,
Sctentif~ with Matrices .•••• , •.,.,_, __1£0.00~- 99.95
Computer_Sctences •• ,,_,_._,_,_._,_,__L .. J_ZQ.QO__ ~o~l-~~09.
HJ'.-.!l~V Adv~ncg_pJ~r~mmahlt!. ~..<..:.!. ,_. __ 215.()L ___ 189.9~~
_f:I.P.:41CX (\dvun~~Q_ wit_h_Ext,_Ftl_nrtiorl,s_ -'-~ -~~§,po_~ .. _259_.00
H~:.7JB Hun_dheld _Ql!_"nllUtl'L ~" _,_ =-:!, : !'-'" . _ 525Jl\t~ ___ -!_15.@.
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This workshop is designed to aid you in filling out the GSA budget applieation. Budgt•t Application
forms will he availahk• at tht' workshop whid1 will h<•lwld 11t 2:00p.m., Nowmhf!l'l6, in Hoom230
of the N~l L'NION. Ht'fn•shnwnts will Ill' serwd at the workshop.

!fP·"UC
_I:IP-12C
HP•l5C
HP-I6C

ARMY RESERVE.

Swim f~r the Holidays!
10% OH New Arrivals

I_f yom student organiz<ltion was funded for 1984-1985 and you wish to he eonsidl•red for funding
lor next year, or if you are a new organization seeking funding li·0111 the GSA, pick up your budget
application today at the GSA ofllce in Boom 200 of the Nt>w !llexleo Fnion. Callus at 277-3803 if
you havt' <jut•stions.

A Perfect Fit This Christmas A Hewlett-Packard Calculator

List

1406 Eubank NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87112
(505) 293·9725

gym and Popejoy Hall will be the
same size as before, said Ladley, but
the design will be more efficient for
easier entry and exit.
On the south side of the gym,
there will be an addition of four basketball courts, totaling 28,000
square feet. Contractor Olen Clay,
of the Brooks and Claycompany,
said the gym would be the fastest to
build of the three wings,
• 'The slowest will be the
offices," said Clay, "because of the
partitions and walls. The locker
room will also be slower than the
gym."
Ladley said that a new concept
under development is an entrance
from Central Avenue to ''integrate''
the Lobo statue facing the street.
The grounds surrounding the gym
will be landscaped, said Ladley.
Both Schmidt and Griffin said this
phase of construction is being
funded by the University. There will
be a proposal to the state Legislature
to fund the remainder of the cost,
said Griffin.
"In other words," said Griffin,
"the University is paying for the
first phase and asking the state
Legislature to pay for the second
half."

VISA

MASTER CHAME
AMEillCAN EXPRESS

Affordable gifts for the heart. Stocking stuffers galore. Men's
shaving accessories, ladies' cosmetics, luxurious bathing
treats for the whole family.
Outrageous stockings to stuff in our lacy lingerie and, of
course, "Cards that Hallmark wouldn't dream of."
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STUDENT TRAVEL
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PRESENTS

JANUARY
It's SNOWTIMEI SKI STEAMBOAT
january 7 to january I Z. $249.00, Includes Roundtrip air fare, six nights and
five days at Sl<l Time Square Condos, four full day lifts and more.,.!

AND FOR FUN IN TH£ SUN •••
SPRING BREAK i 985
MARCH MAZATLAN
enjoy five nights and six days In Mazatlan!. $Z30.00 per person based on
qu,,d occupancy. ln<:ludes round trip AIR FARE, accommodations, daily
cocktail parties and more ...
ALSO

CALIFORNIA SPRING BREAK "85"
$244.00 per person, Includes five nights ilnd six days In San Diego
and Anaheim,

EUROPE f985
sign up now at Student Travell

Space Is limited so c;aiJ us at 277-2336 or 277-7924 or visit the office

Please Print
NAME:

Male__ Female __
ADDRESS;~--------- Zip _ _ _ __

PHONE:
ROOMMATES: {A) SELF__ ( B ) - - - - - - - - (Cl~-~~~(Dl-------For CALIFORNIA SPRING BREAK '85, <1 $35.00 non-refundable
deposit is. due february I, I 985. Balance ls due by February 8, 1985,
CALL STUDENT TRAVEL NOW!

Profs taking fewer sabbaticals
By David Morton
Five years ago, the provost's office approved requests for mini-sabbaticals by University of New Mexico professors at a rate of five to 10 a year. But, because
of n two-year-old controversy, that rate has since decreased to one or two a year.
UNM Provost McAllister Hull said that his office has
had to "tighten up on them considerably" because a
couple of years ago the New Mexico Legislature
attached a rider outlawing sabbaticals to a bill it was
drafting.
"The governor vetoed the bill," he said. "But many
legislators viewed sabbaticals as nothing more than a
paid vacation. That's nonsense."
Sabbaticals are paid leaves designed to encourge professors to continue research in their fields. They have
traditionally been offered at seven-year intervals, at
which time an instructor can choose to to take a semester-long leave at full pay, or a full-year sabbatical at
two-thirds of his salary.
In lieu of the seventh-year S!lbbatical, UNM also
offers another sabbatical called the seventh-semester, or
mini-sabbatical. It is ·granted every three years for one

semester during which the professor receives twothirds of' his salary. It was designed "for people in
fast-moving fields;" Hull said.
Although sab~aticals have always been ~losely monitored, the critena for requestmg a sabbatical has been
raised because of legislative pressures, Hull said,
A professor requesting a sabbati<ial must submit a
·'statement ofintent" explaining his plan. For the minisabbatical, "he must show a unique, rare and unusual
opportunity that is time-critical," Hull said.
The request first goes to the depaitment chairperson,
then to the dean and finally to the provost's office,
where the final decision is made, If the request is
approved, arrangements are made among the instructor's peers to teach his courses during the absence,
although some courses not cons•. dere d as " core
courses'' may be dropped from the schedule. When the
professor returns from the sabbatical he must submit a
repoit to the provost's office detailing his research.
"The numher of times we tum down a sabbatical
request is very minimal," Hull said. But because of
"the more stringent review, some people don't apply,
The result is we almost never hit the quota in the larger
colleges," he said.

Book tells how to prepare for college
By Leticia Rutledge

specific information on "competencies that people should have for colA little green handbook for "what lege," said Rodney Young, Testing
students need to know and be able to Center director.
do (in preparation for college)" has
"People should be sufficiently
received endorsement from the Uni- well-prepared," Young said.
versity of New Mexico's Admission
The handbook, "Academic Preand Registration Committee.
paration for College," identifies and
Produced and distributed by the stresses the importance of knowing
College Board, the guidebook gives six basic academic subjects: En-

Rock 108
KFMGand
Fat Chance
Bar and Grill··--Wishing UNM students
a super
Holiday Vacation
stop in for the Party!

OUT OF
SCHOOL BASH

glish, mathematics, the arts, social
studies, science and foreign language. A brief entry on computer
competencies is also offered,
The book answers why the subjects should be studied, what basic
understanding is required before
taking those courses and a general
idea of what will be expected in
those college-level classes.
The handbook is being distributed
to high school counselors and
teachers throughout New Mexico,
Young said.
Young also said students should
prepare "for the kinds of skills and
competencies" that arc required to
succeed in college.

Unite-------------------------------------------------continued from page 1

and showing them that students are
an essential part of the program,"
Benevides said,
A budget crisis in the Title XX
Child Care program was caused by
miscalculations and poor planning
by the Human Services Department.
The projected deficit exceeded
$900,000 last year.
The department is asking for a
$3.2 million increase in funding this
year. However, several legislators
have expressed their ideas on tightening eligibility requirements, One
factor has been eliminating students
from the program .
"They perceive students as less
deserving and needy because they
stereotype students as the 19-yearold who still lives at home," .Benevides said,
He said the group is circulating a
fact sheet to legislators that explains
who students are that receive Title
XX Child Care subsidies and why

dorsing a constitutional amendment
expanding the membership of each
institution's board of regents from
five to seven members, one of whom
would be a student voting member,
The ASNM proposals also advocate a 5 percent increase in tuition
levels contigent upon the acceptance
of other positions,
However, at the Nov. 30 meeting
of the New Mexico Board of Educational Finance, .the committee pas·
sed a 9.3 percent tuition increase.
BEF approvals do not necessarily
become legislation. The board is an
adviser to the Legislature on matters
of educationaliegislation.
David Benevides of New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group said
the group is working to improve the
legislators' view of students who
need child care subsidies.
"We're presenting an accurate
picture of eligibilty to the legislators
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In Santa Fe this wee]<; The BEF
meets Wednesday to discuss student
fees, Thursday, the BEF presents
their recommendations concerning
capital outlay, f<lculty salaries, tuition and finanical aid increases to the
Legislative Finance Committee. Fdday, the BEF and the Legislative
Education Study Committee will
hold a joint meeting,

75¢ Off
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Save with New, MUCH LOWER Bus Fares..•
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four or less times.
• I U per word per Issue. fiVe or more
consecutive times (no refunds),
• S 1.00 minimum charge.
• Deadline Is I p.m. the business day before
the ad Is to run.

Chaka Khan-1 Feel for You
$5.99 (album or cassette)

Ill MArron Hall, 277-5656

Frankie Goes to HollywoodWelcome to the Pleasure Dome
(double LP)
$8.99 album or cassette

To
Our Jewish
Friends
With Love
Recorded
Message

Call 293-7213
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BUS FARE AIR FARE YOU SAVE
$67
$110
$43
$58
$94
$36
$36
$38

$100

$64

Prlces effective December 7, 1984

:Kid's Camo:
:FATIGUES:
•

BIG SAVINGS ON ONE WAY
FARES ALSO!
Compare our rates, compare the comfort of traveling
by bus. No delays due to weather, no standbys. no
reservations. And so convenient right in the middle
of town .

••

: & T·Shirts :
•••••••••••••• •

Greyhound Bus Terminal . 300 2nd SW
For Schedules and Fares Call 243-4435

Typing
Services

Fat Chan• Hours:
Happy Hour Mon.-Fri. 4-7
Happy Hour Tues.-Thurs. 10-12
food Served Mon.-Sat. 11·11 Sun. 12 noon·IO p.m.
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I
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FREE.
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commitment to better themselves
and get off the program, he said.
"I feel that the goal of any subsidy
program is to help people who are
motivated and able but don't have
the resources to help themselves,''
Benevides said,
If student eligibility is taken
away, the opportunity for lowincome people with .academic skills
to better themselves will be lost, he
said.
PIRG is also lobbying for three
other issues. Landlord/tenant laws
which would protect tenants from
illegal withholding of security deposits, the bottle bill that calls for a 5
cent deposit on all beverage containers as an incentive to control litter,
and a voter registration proposal that
would authorize registrars at the
State Department of Transportation,
enabling people to register .to vote
when they obtain or renew their
ddver's license.

N.M. Dally Lobo

:

7 to 9 pm for the
"Rock and Roll Celebration"

they are deserving,
The fact sheet, compiled by
Catherine Silva and Susan Rich who
conducted a study of Title XX student fomilies at UNM, states that 85
percent of the recipients are single
parents.
The average age of of Title XX
students is 28 and their average
grade point average is 3.09, well
above the school average of 2.36.
Sixty percent of the students said
they would have to drop out of
school if they lost their child care
subsidies.
Benevides said that the legislators
need to realize that students are in a
different financial situation than
working parents,
He said the group is emphasizing
the "goal of the program," which is
to help people get off the welfare
system. The program attracts lowincome parents who have academic
abilities, and the motivation and

Good quality copies
require good
quality typing.
Do your typing at

Feminine Attire

grGFl of. the
WfJffil?8REHJ ffitHOBfl
Monte Vista NE

11
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Pre-Professional
Skills Test
(PPST)
Test Date: January 19, 1985
Registration Deadline:
December 13, 1984
Place of Registration:
UNM Testing Division
Fees: One test-$20.00,
Two tests-$25.00,
Three tests-$30.00
Fri., Dec. 14, 7:30 p.m.

Lobo women
athletes make
'85 TV lineup
Channel 14 (KGSW) will be
adding a new show to their Sunday
night lineup next year. The "Lobo
Women's Sports Magazine" will
begin airing Jan. 6 and will continue
for eight weeks.
''The shows will portray women
athletes in both an academic and an
athletic environment," said Judy
Ray, assistant director of women's
athletics at the University of New
Mexico.
After an introductory show,
which deals with the psychology of
sport and the female athlete, the following programs concentrate on a
specific sport.
Basketball - Jan. 13, golf and
tennis- Jan. 20, volleyball- Jan.
27, skiing.

Engineering Jab result
of $300,000 donation

By Tony Darling

A $300,000 surface-amdysis machin~ donated to the_ College of
Engineering from Texas Instruments wll~ ~arm the ba_sls of a new
surface-chamcteri:zation lab, said Frank W1lhams, assoc1ate professor
of chemical and nuclear engineering.
·The 9,000-pound machine, called an Ion Microprobe Mas.s Analyzer, is designed to identify the elements pr~sent on each atom1c l~rer ?f
a sample. "The machine can analyze VIrtually any element, sa1d
Williams.
.
..
,
The machine will be able to detect impuntJcs on semiconductors,
study the interactions of tungsten with semiconductor~, ai~ i.n the
analysis of thin films and perform many other tasks, sa1d W1lhams.
"It was mostly luck we got the equipment," he said.
Williams met a Texas Instruments representative who was visiting
UNM and jokingly mentioned that surface-analysis equipment was
needed. "A week later he called and said he had some equipment for
me," said Williams.
.
.
. .
. .
In addition to research and possible commercml apphcauons, he
said, interested graduate students _will be instructed on the use of the
machine and will have access to 1t.

Although only 4. 3 percent of the
eligible students voted in the most
recent Asssociated Studllnts of the
University of New Mexico elections, such has not always been the
case.
Student voter turnout has declined
steadily for the last 20 years and
many reasons have been used to explain the phenomenon, including
student apathy.
During the fall 1984 elections,
only 874 students voted in the
ASUNM elections.
While the low voter turnout could
be attributed to the fact that 11 candidates ran for II positions, election
tallies have declined in the last 20
years.

:·.1

Tn 1965, for example, 2,512 students, about 50 percent of those
eligible, voted in the student elections.
In 1975 (when the student senate
system was \lSed) 2,398 voted in the
spring and 2,041 voted in the fall.
About 17 ,044 students were eligible
to vote,
In the spring of 1984 I ,717 students voted out of abo\lt a 20,019
eligible voting population.
John Schoeppner, ASUNM president, said that one reason for low
voter turnout can be attributed to the
increase in the number of ''working
students. "
"Today, students are working
and putting themselves through
school, " Schoeppner said. "They
often do not have time to enroll for a

..1/A· A

I

\

A BENEFIT DANCE

full load, much less become involved in ASUNM."
Since 1975, the average number
of undergraduate credit hours has
decreased from 13,76 to 12.35.
As a possible answer to the problem, Karen Glazer, dean of students
said, "It's more of a commuter campus now, which means that students
are identify less with the community."
Glazer also said that voter apathy
could be attributed to the increase in
the average age for the students.
Since 1975, the average age for
the UNM undergraduate has increased from about 22 to about 24.
The average age for non-degree students has increased from about 30 to
about 32.
"The majority of students that

usually become involved in
ASUNM tend to fall in the 18-22
traditional age range,'' Glazer said.
Gary Golden, associate dean of
students, said a reason for low student voter turnout is that ASUNM
needs to spend more money serving
the growing number of ''nontraditional non-degree students.''
Since 1975, the number of nondegree students at UNM has increased from 2,156 to 5 ,888,
Golden also said that part-time
students can vote., but "are simply
not interested in ASUNM.
"When you're a part-time student, $1 is taken out of your tuition
for ASUNM fees for evecy enrolled
credit hour," Golden said.
''If you're enrolled for six hours,
for instance, you pay $6," he said.

"Six dollars .IS not enough to create
student interest."
Golden said two things would
have to happen to increase student
voter turnout.
"First, the voting process would
need to be simple and fast," he said,
and suggested expanding the eic.:;tion to two days. to give students
more time to vote. He also said
that ASUNM needs to ll)eet the
needs of the non-traditional students.
''I do think if we re-tool and start
meeting some of the needs of some
of the non-traditional students, there
would be a natural tendency for a
few more of those students to vote,"
Golden said.
However, Golden added that voter turnout would never be 50 percent as was the case in 1965.
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Officials speculate on students' low voter turnout

By Keith Gould

Sat., Dec. 15, 7:30pm
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Thank you to the entertainers, the organizers, the many volunteers, and to the Acqulnas
Newman Center, Klmo Theater, University Atea Merchants Assoc., sweeiWaler's, Speedway
Printing &. Southwest Research & Information Center.

our thanks to the following sponsors:
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Christmastime.
298-5450

ELECTRIC GUITAR
PACKAGE 199.95
Includes ELECTRIC GUITAR,
AMP, simp, capo,. strings, stringwinder & picks
STEEL STRING GUITAR
PACKAGE 74.99
lnclttdes STEEL STRING
GUITAR, strap, capo, strings &
strirtgwindcr
CLASSIC GUITAR
PACKAGE $69.99
Includes CLASSIC Ot1ITAR,
capo, strings & stringwlrtdcr
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of Music

Two separate events to benefit world and local hunger relief. All of the ticket
proceeds will go directly to Oxfam America's African famine relief efforts, and
the local Salvation Army's emergency food program.
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Year of Living Dangerous}y," and "Merry Christ·

'

·· ·

Rodeo Rounders (old timey, traditiona! music), Sue Young (folk
tunes) and One More Time. Zapatito's Puppets provide additional entertainment.
fi'Tickets for each evening of
family entertainment are $5 for

No-Nonsense
Fitness At A
sensible Price

For

Men and women
student Discounts Available
Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m. • 9 p.m.
sat. 8 a.m. • s p.m., sun. 11 a.m. · 3 p.m.
12910 central SE 292·3490

· Bow Wow Records ~nd Fl•e o\rl - (101 Amherst

Benefits, auditions and more

2~·7.,20'1

,!)£..

Select books on sale &
FREE thru Dec. 31

D(lq Pant-ho's(210S Cen,tral SE) ,_ ~'EI Nortc:, 11 (lnd
HThe Ballad or Or~Bilrio Corte~." Dqc, 9-JJ, HThe

Stepping Out spotlight

OPE:N 7 DA'ff;)

Famine relief programs in Africa
and the Salvation Army will benefit
from the proceeds garnered from
two evenings of ''A Musical
Celebration Of Giving."
Friday at 7:30p.m. the Aquinas
Newman Center, 1815 Las Lomas
N.E., will feature the dance music
of Bayou Seco (Cajun, New Mexican music), Mike Michnovicz
(accordianist) and One More Time
(pop, Latin standards). Pyro .entertains with a juggling show.
Saturday at 7:30p.m. at the KiMo
Theater (Fifth and Central), the benefit continues with music by the

DISPLAY ADS
IN THE
DAILY LOBO

ARE SEEN

"and others who happen to have
sungorw. r.itte·n·s.ongs well"suited to
our genre,"
~Tic:kets for the PEC cosponsored event are $3, available by
calling PEC (277 -5602) or at the
Child Care Co-op.

***
UNM's Opera Studio is looking

for ''circus-type people," Marilyn
Tyler the studio's director said. In
partic~lar, the studio is interested in
jugglers, wild-animal tamers,
clowns, acrobats, one-man bands
and other entertaining people to help
out with the studio's production of
The Bartered Bride early next
semester.
~Auditions. will be by appointment. For appointments and more
information, call Tyler at 277-5125.

***

Hawkins and OeLear.
adults, $2 for the kids. Tickets are
available from Birdsong Books,
268-7204, or atthe door. Two-thirds
of the proceeds will go to the African
famine relief programs of Oxfam
America. One-third will be used
locally by the Salvation Army for its
emergency food program.

***
musical duo Hawkins and

The
DeLear will present a concert to benefit UNM's Child Care C~p
Monday, Dec. 17, at 9 p.m.
The concert, staged at the co-op
(1210 University N .E.), is to benefit
the Title XX program that provides
day .care for students and working
mothers.
Although Hawkins and DeLear
perfonn original music, they also
play songs by Janis Ian, Carole
King, Joan Baez, Cindi Lauper

Popejoy's sec:ond season of performances, for which season tickets
are available, is as follows:
The all-new Mummenschanz begins the new season Jan. I 5 and is
followed by the clown prince of
comedy, Red Skelton, on Jan. 20,
January's last performance is the
Pulitzer Prize-winning drama Night,
Mother, on Jan. 23.
Two performances are on tap for
February: the magic of David Copperfield on Feb. 3, and Hubbard
Street Dance on Feb. I I.
On March 19, the Royal Ballet of
Flanders will tread the Popejoy Hall
boards in exquisite fashion, and the
Neil Simon hit Brighton Beach
Memories finishes the season.
S'UNM faculty and staff may
purchase season tickets for $65, $55
or $45. Call 277-3121 for more information.

~So/U ckt Sot Monussori

~ Co~;;~;tH~US(,
Vi~it

' Benefit Concert' _lo Feed lhr Hunar)' will b~ held on
Dec_, 14 _and .lS. On the 14th at the-Newman Cente_r at
UNM Bayou s,co, the Bonnie Bluhm 8aJ).d 1 One
r.tore Tim~, M~ke Mlchnovlcz, al"!d P)'ro the l\I&Kier

, will perform. On tile 15th at the KiMo Theatre lhe
.

'
,

'
,

·
,

Rodeo Rounders, Sue \'oUDJ, One More Time:, and
the Zapallto Puppels will pe{foqn. Both ¢V~nts stan
st.ut at 7:30 p,ro .. tickets are $5 for adults, $2 for
children. .All proceeds BD to feed the hungry, both in
ACrica and lo~;:ally, Advance tickets available at the
KiMo Box: Office and at Birdsong Books.
A MIUfrigal Yulelld' Feaste fea~uring lhe M•!i-ltr·
chorale .will be presented by the New Mexico Union,
Dec. 13, 14 and· JS, 6:~0 ~.m, Advance tickets are
$22.50 per person, for more mfo. call217·7884.
Music lit the Museum prescnls Alfredo Lopez,
clarinetist, Jan. 13.3 p.m. at the Museum.
Krokus, Wasp, and Helix, Dec, 19, at Tingley
Coliseum.
Barry Manllow at Tingley Coliseum, Wed,, Jan. 8,
19SS, a p.m. Tickets are SIS in advance, available at
all Giant. Ticket O~Jtlets.
Hawkln_s .-nd Delear at 1210 Unh•ers!Jy NE, Mon.,
Dec. 17, 9 p.m. Ticket~ are·$3, availabl~ rrom PECor
tile Child Care Co-op.

;

·

,

(

Mark F1mer al Graham Central Station, Dec. 19,
Tickets available at Worldwide Ticket outlets.
Cheap Trick ai Graham Central Station, Dec. 26,
tickets available at Worldwide Ticket outlets.
Icon and Armorrd Saint, under 21 ·party at Graham
Central Station, Dec. 30. Tkkets $5 at all Wo.-ldwlde
Ticket outle~$Chambe-r Mutle Concert pcescnted by the Albuqerque
Pllilharmania Orchestra, Dec. 10, 7:30 p.m., at St.
Andrews Uniled Presbetyrian Church, 5307 Pen~
dct·osa Ave. NE. Works by Beethoven, Bach,
Gabrfeli, and Brahms will be perrormed.
Chamber Orchntra or Albuquerque Concert, Sat.,
~an. ~~ ~:I$ p.m.j a~ ~h~ Albl)_querque Llttl~ Theatr~.
Music of England will performed, featuring <:om·
posilipns by Holst, Tippet, Wllliarns, and Handel,
New MeUco S)'mphony On:Msna Ne"' Year'• Eve
Concnt Gala will be held on Mon•• Dec. 31,8 p.m,1
at the Convention Center BAllroom. There will be
music, dancing, and. dining until 2 a.m. Tickets nre_
SSO for slngles. 595 for couples. For more info. call

mas, Mr. Lawrence:, .. Dec. 12·13. HZiggy
and

11

5:30,7:30, 9;)0 p.m.
Guild (3405 Central NE)- Alfred 1-ji!chcock's
.. ~ope, u Dec, 7·20, Weekday showtim~ an: 7: 1~ and
9:15. weekend matinees at 3115 and S:l5.

Ar1 Education Gallery- Gallery hollr5! 9 a.m.·l2

Rodey Theatre, Admission is free,

noon, 1 p.m.·S p.m.,

UNM Campus Observatory will be Qpen to the

M:on.~Fri. 1 .

by appointmen,,

Located !n Masley 1-Jall, Cpllege of Education, UNM
campus,
Marlppsa Gallery- 113 Romero !:jt. NW, 842.9Q97,
pre~ents cloiroo.nne jewelry by Gall Rapoport. and
prints and ceramh;s by Jenny Lind, e}[hibition will run
Nov. IS·Dee. 31. Opening reception on Sun., Nov.
18, 2·5 p.m.

Whee1wrlgh1 Museum presents uwhere Mountains
Tremble: Weaving and Palnlings _of the Highland

Maya,''

th_roug~

Feb, 10, '85, For more info. call

982-4636.
Texlile~ •nd Craf•ll C:O.op presenls an All· Member
Christmas Holidays Show, at the C<rop •hop, 323

Romero NW, no. 3, in 01~ Town. Sltow ruR!'i Nov,
24·Dec, 24. Shop hours:: Mon.·S!lt. 1JO..S; Sun., 12:3()..

4.

Vnherslry Arl Museum 1 HPhotography and O~her
Queulons;" by Robert Fichter, through Dec. 16.
Wor_ks by TJmothy App. through Dec. 16. uFuturism
and Photography.'' North Oalleryt Nov. 17-Dcc. 28.
"Llt!bermann, Slevogt, Corlntli,J' Nov. 17-0cc. 21,
Lower Gallery. Gallery talk by O.J. Rothro<k

on

ThUfS,, Dec-. 6, 2 p.m. 7he: muse~m Js located In fhe
Fine Arts Center on the UNM Campus. Regular
hours are: Tue:~.-Fd., 10·5, 7-IOi Week~ds, l·.:'i. Call
277·4001 ror more info,

Have Not/' P~. 16-J6.

Apple Computers Incorporated has just announced a direct
teacher-buy program.. And frankly, the prices are exceptional.
You can go to any Apple dealer in the state and give them a
cashier's check and WAIT several weeks for your new Apple
Computer to be shipped to you.

Applr ;md tht• 1\pple lo~o aw reg1swred trademarks of Apple Comput~r Inc

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
COMPUTERS
2109 WYOMING NE • ALBUQUERQUE N.M. 87112

505/292•2775
fOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 292·2775

STORE HOURS: 9 AM·6 PM MON-SAT

ALSO SPECIAL LOW PRICES

Hopi Tales, an evening with Terrance Talaswnirna,
story teller, nt the Ma~twell Museum. Pee. 13, 7:30
p.m. Admission is 51.50.

on Inertia's with all alloy
components only $159.00
and Inertia mountain bikes $255.00

Los Pucores. a traditio_na_l New Mexican Nativity
play by Los Pastorcs- de Belen, Dec;, 16,2 p.m., at the
Ma~Mell Museum. Limited sealing, admission Is freeL
WalklnR Toun or Old Town, presented by the
AIJ:mquerq~e Museum, Dec. 24, 4;JO and S p.m. 100
tickets will be a.vallil_ble for each tour, ,seUfng al the
Mu$eum shop througl\-5 p.m. 1 Dec. 1~.

Also check out our fine selection of
clothing & indoor trainers for Christmas.

,--------------------------------------------AretitYou Hungry?[~
So take a bite, and enjoy a
great-tasting, flame broiled
Burger King® burger now.

Jlece~tion,.Fri.,

Dec. 7, 6:30--9 p.m.

Vista, NE. Oalleryhours: Mon,·S_at, 9-5.
Meridian Gallery (821 Mountain Rd.,

NWl

presents

'Prints and Malter/' a group .show, Dec. 2·29.
Gallery Hours are Wed.·Sal., 11-4. Sun., 1·4. Call

1

-

247-0531 for more info.
Roswell Museum •nd An Ctnter pr~senu an
exhibition by Luis Jimenu, Dec, J~Feb. 10. Gallery

BuyoneWHOPPER·sandwl~h,

by calling the theatre JJt 247·8600~ The Vortex is
located en Buena Vista SE. south of Central.
Audlllon1 for lhc Feb. productions of Bfg El's Btst
Ftielfd and Pri}'at~ Wars at the Vortex, wJIJ be held on
Dec. I, J·4 p.m., at the Vortex. 4 men and 2 women

1916 Central Ave. SE

E get another WHOPPER free.

talk byrheartist, Dee-. 16,3 p.m.

~

BURGER
KING

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer.
This offer expires January 10, 1985
Good only at 1916 Central S.E.

.

_

!iS

......

Have it your way.

~-----------------------------------------~--J
r., '"Jt>
Bola Raton HCI!IywDOO

JaLkson~~

Melbourne St

Peter~burg

Coral Spmg' Tampa West Plllm B!'ath Ceargla: Atlanta IH•n011: Glefllf«>W PahJ'I- tM;'l

!.,

'-D

Education Loans

are needed. espr::cially an ilr;:tor who can imper:ionate
Elvis Presley.

from one of
America's Largest!

Solar Music Box: $23.00
many tunes available
No Batteries!

The first step on your way to an affordable college education.

City Federal Savings with nearly
$7 billion dollars in assets offers
these innovative education
loan programs:

Solar Beanie
$10.50

We also have maximum-minimum thermometers,
books and more for a sunny Christmas

• GSL (Guaranteed Student Loans)
..• up to $2,500 per academic year for
Undergraduate Students •.. up to
$5,000 for Graduate Students.

ZO~EWORKS

CORPORATION
1221 Edith, NE
phone : 242-5 354

Come to 1315 Mountain Rd. NW ('I• mt East or Old Town)
Call 141-9817 for lnfonnatlon.

hand made double butted
frame bicycles
Reg. $445.00 Now $365.00

public, weather permitting, every Friday night from
1·9 p.m. Admission is free, children must be accompa,nied by ~n !ldult. for more Information call
277-2616.

• PLUS (Parent Loans for Under·
graduate Students) ... up to an
additional $3,000 per academic year
for parents and students.

• HEAL (Health Education
Assistance Loans) ... up to $12,500
or $20,000 for Medical Students.

City's Innovative Education Loan Programs ••.
Low Interest Loans for Tomorrow's Professionals ..• Today!

You can come into Rocky Mountain Computers, pay the same

• • Instant $2500.00 credit from Apple if: you are 18 years or older, possess one
of the following, Visa, Master Card, American Express, Dlncrs Club, or Carte
Blanche, and a valid drivers license.

caU~77·!i608.

Student FUm ~creenlng, Wed,, Dec. 12, 7;30 p.m., at

CHRISTMAS Gl FT IDE/\:3 FROM ZOMEWORKS

for January

SALE on Bertin C-34

14. All s~ows are at 7:1~ and 9:15p.m. in the SUil

Theatre. for more info.

Located Inside KLR Photograpblcs, 2931 Monte

Dec. 1..23 1 Friday~ and Saturday5 at 8 p.m. Tickets
are available at the VortcJt, reservations can be made

t1mttecl ope.mngs aY'atlabk

268·5697

ASUNM fll!ll Commlltee pre~ents ''Diner,'j Dec. 13·

OR
price, give us a personal check, or charge your Apple Computer
by using your new Instant Credit, • " and take your new Apple
with you. Our offer applies only to the Apple I /C, Macintosh
Personal Computers and ImageWriter Printers. You must provide
proof of eligibility as an educator.

Days of H~aven;" pnd

Ruth Ramberg Gollery presents photography by lllll

Lucas, Dec. 3·29,

Tnt flf~"Y ffllvts of Windsor at the VorteJC Theatre,

r.he chtldren'b school d-"
.2. '/L - Ca yr. old.s ,·n. thei.r·

Montc.&:>ori envtronmcnc &->
J:_x ren..dt:d D~ 'Progr<otTJlJ •
Dc..c..lo -1.3 {Mo,-Thur..)
9-JLnn. G.> 1-.3p·m-

11

"The Grey Fox/' Dec, 19·20. Weekday show times,
7130 and 9:30p.m.; weekend showtime.:;, 1:30, 3:30,

New Mexico Symphony Orchnlra will hold the.
fourth concert of the season on Fri. and Sa~ •• DeC', 14·
1S, at 'Popejoy Hall • .Pieces by Debussy, Talllerferre,
. Resplghi, and Dvorak will be feaiUred, For more
info. call ~Z-8565,._

Waldron, Dec-. 2-Jan. 13.

(3 blks. sou~h of UNM)

''Treasure of the Sierra Madre," and-!'To Have and

' 842-8~65.

Jonson Gallery (1909 La$ LomM NE) presents uon
and Steel,'' art by Robert Pc!erson and Tom

Stard~st,"

7he Man. Who Fell to Earth, 11 Dec. 14·15.

SE) "Doll't Wanna H.ang Up MY Rock and Roll
Shoes," rock photography by Greg John~ton,
through Dec, 14. ''Distant Lpughter," prints by
Michelle Cook, Dec. IS.Jan. 13. Reception for the
artist, Dec. 15, 6~9- p.m. HoursareMon ...Thun. 1 II·
8i Fri. and Sat., ll·lli Sun,, 12~5, Caii2S6·09l8 for
mQre infqrmaJion,
Albuqu,rque Un~led Artl~~ pres~ntli: w9rks by Leah
Lewin, Bob Hymer, and Juliana Kirwin, Dec, 2-29, if!.
the North ·aallery, 821 Mountain Road NW. Ga,llery
hours are We.;i.·Sat" 11 n.m.•4 p.m .• and Su_Jl, 1 1-4
p.m. for more info. (all24).0531.

sc.e. our

Without the wait't---,_;;;~~-=

WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP
BICYCLES
300 Yale SE

BacaS

2300 Centra1 SE

I

Or call TOLL FREE 800·321·8113

u

-----------------·-----------------

[!]

(Across frotn UNM)

268-4504
8700 Menaul NE 299-6666
1835 Candelaria NW 345-8568
W. Central at S. Coors 836-0142
5500 Acadetny NE 821-7262
Rio Rancho Shp. Center 892-8880

For more information, complete the form below and mail it to:
City Federal Savings, Education Loan Department
1 Towne Center; 6121 Indian School Road, N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87110

YES! Please send me more information
and an application. I am interested in:
o Student Loan
o HEAL

Mexican Restaurant & cocktail Lounge
All Major credit cards Accepted
11 a.m. to g p.m. sun. • Thurs.
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday

o PLUS
o All of the above

C1IY----~~- Slale - ·- - Z i p - - ·-

PMna~~~--~-~--------"~-------

·-----~---------------------------City Federal Savings • One of America;s Largest
~

265·2636

for carry·oul service call
266•2925

3311

Address

central Ave. NE

BetWet•n Carlisle and Girard
Baca's
---------~--~~-~-~
•--------------~---_-I

II
1
II

I
I

tO% off

with this coupon
and valid ONM 10

(StUdl'lliS, l'lltttlly and Slafl)

A Nationwide Financial Services Network of Over 250 Offices

1

.

.

I

~--------------------------------~---~

t

....
,..,.,.

He~

J.ttey:

Cherry Hill

Ckister

C~iJ

Edison

ftandeis.

f:tffilold

Gteen brOOk

Mana~u~~n

M>ddle-u:IIH/1

Totowa

Ut\IOf'l
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Free Hour of Play
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Happy Hour 4-7

Seasonal film glut examined

Good food & good drinks

294-8853

9603 Lomas N.E.

I

By Craig Chdssinger

with this ad

With winter comes the glut of
movies that is released everyChristmas. This is a normal holiday season
in that regard. The major motionpicture studios tentatively plan on
the release of 18 films between Dec.
5, 1984, and Jan. 11, 1985.
Most studio publicists say they
feel this Christmas season will be a
good one for the movie business.
"It should be better than last
year,'' said Terry Davis, local representative for Paramount Pictures.
"The exhibitors think it looks better
this year. There's a pretty good variety of films this time - something
for everyone. "
Based on phone conversations
with studio publicists, the holiday
movies are:
• Avenging Angel, the sequel to
Angel, continues 1he story of a
"high school honor student by day,
prostitute by night." Stars include
Betsy Russell and Susan Tyrell.
• Beverly Hills Cop is a comedy
starring Eddie Murphy as a Detroit
police officer who is always in hot
water with his superiors. When a
close friend is murdered, he travels

Expires: 1-31-65

L---------~---------------~--ASUNM-PEC and ASUNM!GSA CHILD CARE
CENTER

present

Hawkins and De Lear
at the
Y' "~---~" -,.,

Mon.

Dec. l.7
9:00PM

ai)
,

Co·Op
1210
University
NE

In Concert
Pro('e~ds

to Benefit Title XX Program • Support Day Care for Students
$3,00 Admission-Advance Tickets
through PEC and the CO-OP
277·8819 for more .Info.

ASUNMIGSA CHI~D CARE CO-OP

Paul (Kyle MacLachlan) helps
his mother (Francesca Annis}
across Dune.
to California and gets caught up in an
international crime web.
• Breakin' 11: Electric Bugaloo,
the sequel to Breakin', continues to
focus on city teenagers and break
dancing.
• City Heat is the story of two
friendly adversaries, police officer
Clint Eastwood and private eye Burt.
Reynolds, who are both conducting

Film g l u t - - - continued from page 16

Hunt, Sting (of the Police), Max
Von Sydow and Sean Young,

Madness is method

'Sornething for everyone'

Limit one person time tables only

Arts

investigations into the same murdeL
Co-stars include Jane Alexander,
Madeline Kahn and Irene Cara.
• Cotton Club is director Francis
Coppola's look at Am~rica's ~o~t
notorious night club dunng Prohibition. The Harlem club was frequented by white stars, socialites
and underworld leaders who came to
see black talent During its turbulent
history, its gangster owner earned a
reputation for making pea~e between rival mobs. It stars Richard
Gere, Gregory Hines and Diane
Lane.
• Dune, directed by David
Lynch, brings Frank Herbert's 1965
novel to the big screen. Against the
backdrop of an ancient prophecy,
the House Atreides and the Harkonnens fight for control of the desert
planet Arrakis. There the addictive
life-prolonging and consciousnessraising spice melange is mined.
Newcomer Kyle MacLachlan stars
as the hero, Paul Atreides. Also featured are Francesca Annis, Linda

Symphony to

host harpist
Harpist Nancy Allen will be
appearing with guest conductor
Jahja Ling this Friday and Saturday
with the New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra in performances of works
by Debussy, Taillerferre, Respighi
and Dvorak,
In 1983 Allen became the only
harpist ever to receive a National
.Endowment for the Arts Solo Recitalist Award. Guest conductor
Ling was recently appointed associ·
ate conductor of the Cleveland
Orchestra.
'li!:'Performances on both Friday
and Saturday will be at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets arc available at the Popejoy
Hall box office, For more information, call 842·8565.

• Flamingo Kid. It's Jeffrey Willis' (Matt Dillon) last summer before
"college or jobless oblivion."
Hanging out at New York's El Flamingo Beach Club, he meet~ blonde
co-ed Janet Jones and the club's resident "get-rich-quick" artist.

Hitchcok filrr1
twisted
game
is currently playing at the Guild Theater. Call

Rope

255-3050 for showtimes and otlter information.
Review by David Stucky
After seeing a certain number of Hitchcock films,
you begin to know exactly what to expect. The problem
is that it just doesn't help,
I walked into the screening of Hitchcock's 1948 thriller, Rope, saying to myself, "All right, this time don't
get wrapped up in it. Let's try to keep a little perspective
and see exactly how the moose-jowled old goblin manages to give people coronaries."
Thirty minutes into the film, I knew it was a lost
cause. I figured out most of his tricks (I think), But, I
still sat there shifting around in my seat and feeling my
heart get spastic. Some things just don't have much to
do with reason.
That also seems to be what Rope is saying in part. In
this one, a pair of elite young New Yorkers (John D;~ll
and Farley Granger) murder another one of their snobby
chums simply for the black art of it. They seem to have
taken the Nietzchean teachings of a former prep school
(ahem, ahem) headmaster (Jimmy Stewart) a little too
seriously. Stewart's performance as the brainy andeandid headmaster is even better than what you'd expect
from an ;;ctor of such legendary stature.
They do the dirty deed in style, though. In fact, they
fairly make a game of it - a pathologically twisted
game of death. In their minds, murder has no human
consequences. It is merely another art form. The tool
they elect to use is, yup, a rope. David, their hapless
comrade/victim, is strangled and stuffed into a chest in
the living room of their apartment. Then the fun (?)
begins.
Our bent pair invites the parents and fiancee of poor
dead David over for dinner. For variety and challenge,
the headmaster gets an invitation too. Actually, David
was supposed to attend as well - and does, sort of.
Dinner is served on top of the chest that houses the
corpse - truly a Caligulan touch.
John Dall does a fine job portraying the diseased
mind, He's all spit, polish and slime. His side kick,
Phillip Morgan played by Granger, doesn't have quite

James Stewart struggles with Farley
Granger in Rope.
the same stomach for their ghastly game. He makes the
first cut by taking part in the killing, but then gradually
comes unglued as he witnesses his friend's demonic
sense of humor and art unfold.
Over the course of the dinner, Jimmy Stewart, who
knows the minds of his old students, picks up enough
hints to know that something bizzare is going on. He
.returns after the party ends to follow up on his hunches.
Fortunately, he realizes where the realm of philosophy
ends and that of application begins, and calls the cops on
his miscreant prodigies. How could it end differently?
There would be something vaguely sacrilegious about
Jimmy Stewart pulling for the forces of evil.
In spite of the fact that it practically came out of the
Ice Age, the film is in color and of superb technical
quality. A good cast of perfect snobs makes the dinner
party areal study in prissiness. The only problem I saw
was that the characters were a little too gross, too
obvious. Then again, it could be that we're actually
getting to be more sensitive film goers.
You try it. Go and take a shot at Hitch.cock's
methods. Whether or not you manage to get a grip on
him doesn't really matter. Your pulse will still do whatever it damn well pleases.

• Johnny Dangerously is a comic send-up of gangster movies, It
stars Michael Keaton as Public
Enemy No. I, Joe Piscopo as rival
Danny Vermin, Marilu Henner as
Johnny's moll, and Maureen Stapleton as Johnny's mother. Also featured are Dom DeLuise and Danny
Devito.
• Micki & Maude is the latest
comedy from Blake Edwards. Dudley Moore stars as a television reporter who ends up married to two
women (Amy Irving and Ann
Reinking) when both become pregnant. Richard Mulligan also stars.
• Out of Control is about a group
of seven high-school graduates who
crash land on an island where they
are in danger from smugglers. It
stars Martin Hewitt, Betsy Russell
and Jim Youngs.
• A Passage to India, based on
the novel by E,M. Forster, is described as "an emotional and deeply
personal story of love and class
struggle in 1928 India." A young
English woman (Judy Davis) is
caught between the allure of the exotic Indian lifestyle and her own strict
upbringing. Directed by David
Lean, it also stars Sir Alec Guinness.
• Pinoccllio is this season's
offering to the family audience and
brings back classic Walt Disney
animation to the theater. The 1939
fantasy focuses on a wooden puppet
brought to life on a wish by his maker, Geppetto. Jiminy Cricket, the
puppet's conscience, sings the
famed "When You Wish Upon a
Star."

• Protocol is the comic story of
how a strange quirk of fate allows
Goldie Hawn to go from Washington, D.C., cocktail waitress to chief
of protocol for the State Department.
• The River has Mel Gibson and
Sissy Spacek as determined American farmers struggling to keep their
land, home and farnily intact. Director Mark Rydell says it addresses
itself with ''real honor to the crisis of
farm families."
• Runaway stars Tom Selleck
and Cynthia Rhodes as police officers on the trail of an evil genius who
is using his electronics knowledge to
create murdering robots. Gene Simmons of Kiss portrays the mad scientist, and Kirstie Alley also is featured. Michael Crichton directed the
fantasy thriller from his own screenplay.
• Starman is the latest effort
from director John Carpenter. Jeff
Bridges stars as an alien visitor who
clones the body of Karen Allen's
recently deceased husband after his
scout ship is shot down over Wisconsin. He must convince her to
drive him to Arizona in three days in
order to be picked up by his
mothership. Charles Martin Smith
portrays one of the government
agents on their trail.
• Tuff Turf tells the story of a
rebellious boy who gets into trouble
and falls in love with a gang leader's
gal when his once well-to-do family
moves to Los Angeles. It stars James
Spader and Kim Richard.
• 2010, based on Arthur C,
Clarke's novel, is the sequelto Stanley Kubrick's 1968 film 2001: A
Space Odyssey. A joint AmericanRussian crew undertakes a distant
voyage to Jupiter in the hopes of
finding out what happened to the
spaceship Discovery and astronaut
Dave Bowman nine years earlier.
The nature of the mysterious black
monolith and the reason for HAL's
odd behavior also are examined.

Sigma Chi
Fraternity

IT'S BREWIN' AT THE UNION!
Good Luck
With Finals
Sunday,
January 20
~.

?'-

\;·~~).

-·-¥

Wishes Everyone
. GeniUs,

w;t.

Hoppy Holidoys

humor and laughter

'

Seven Exciting Programs
on Subscription

QED SKELTON

The 1983 Pulitzer Prize Wmner

Making All The Difference
In the Performing Arts.

'[light
MOther
Chilling Drama!

ALL DAY
LONG
NOW THROUGH
THE END OF
FINALS WEEK!
Today through December 14

FREE

Presents
Mercedes McCambridge in

HALL

20°/o Off

The
Establishment

The Ideal Gift for Your
Favorite People - They'll Love
You the Whole Year Long.

POPEJOY

Ladies' and Men's

small cup of coffee

WITH PURCHASE
OR
JUST 5¢ A CUP!

Pullin' on
the Hits
Wanted:
Contestants

offer good for ·all UNM Students
Faculty & Staff

for Lip Sink

Contest

lobo

Cash
and
Prizes

men's
shop

Every
Wednesday!

For more information
call 242-5400

WE SERVE HOMEMADE PASTRIES!

Sundays
2120 Central SE

11-5

243-6954

Cake ·Doughnuts • . • • • • • • 25¢
Glazed Doughnuts ..••. , 29¢
Sweet Rolls, Bear Claws,
Maple Bars, Jelly-filled
Doughnuts • .. .. • . . . .. • • 39¢

New Mexico

Doughnut Holes . • . • • . • • • 7¢
Chocolate Chip, Sugar,
Oatmeal Cookies . • . • • • • 29¢
Small Brownies • . • • • • • • • 25¢
Large Brownies • • . • . • • • • 35¢

FOOd 5erVIce
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Sports

Starman satisfies

Lobo swimmers easy victors

Starman opens Friday, Directed by John Carpenter.

2318 Central SE

Send candy home
for the holidays
we mail anywhere in the

u.s.

-----~------------------------~

I

-J~fv···

',A Shell Night Light
1 • A Goose Lamp
• A Battery Operated
Animal
r · Mink Blend Gloves
:·An Emillo Rossi
T·Shirt
·'A cashmere scarf
t: A Dress
A Skirt
: A Jacket
· A sweater
· A Silk Blouse
· •A Pendleton suit
r ·A Ruana
r Earrings
' cashmere socks
A Handwoven cotton
Bedspread
·Wool Ruana
or Pancho
· , Sill< BriefS
cashmere Gloves

u Mohair Ruana
Handwoven Shawl
1; African Carved
Anlmal.lewelrv
IJ African Bag
G Japanese IKot
Kimono
r1 Beautiful Scarf from
Echo or Albert Nipon
rJ Laurel Burch earrings,
sweatshirt, Mug,
Notecards
n Blrkenstock sandal
t·; cotton Tights from
Ergee, Hue or Dim
c Earrings from
Pldlctctly Links,
Morning star, Deedra,
Shashl. Laurel Inc.
or Thousand Flowers

For Men
c; cashmere scarf & socks

c Turtle or crewneck T·Shlrt

WildRose

2950C central SE

By Ross Haefer

Review by Craig Chrissinger

255-8275

I

I
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If E.T. was a kids' story about contact with aliens,
then Starman is an adult version of alien contact.
Simply put, Starman is a "feel good" movie that
marks quite a change for director John Carpenter.
Theodore Sturgeon, science fiction author, defines
visitor (Jeff Bridges) presents Jenny
feel good as ''being touched, being moved in some The
Hayden
(Karen
Allen) with a gift in Starman.
warm and smiling way, "
With a confident smile, the starman calmly responds,
This story of a visitor from the stars has that effect.
"I watched you very carefully. Red light, stop. Green
In 1977, NASA's Voyager ll probe was launched to
light, go. Yellow light, go very fast. [.know the rules
explore the cosmos. It included a digital record inviting
good."
anyone out there to visit our planet.
Of course, the most crucial clement in this film is
But when an alien answers the call, his scout ship is
whether the viewer believes Bridges is an alien in hushot down by the U.S. Air Force over Wisconsin.
man guise.
The alien has only three days to reach Meteor Crater
Bridges turns in a fine performance and lets us see the
ncar Winslow, Ariz., if he's to be picked up by his
Earth through the eyes of the childlike starman.
mothership.
Perhaps the finest moments of Bridges' acting come
To get there, the alien uses his powers to clone a
shortly after the starman has cloned Scott's body. It is
human body he can inhabit while on Earth. From the
obvious from his actions and movements that the starDNA molecules found in a lock of hair, he recreates the
man is not at home in the human body.
recently deceased husband of Jenny Hayden (Karen
Allen also is good in her role which calls for a large
Allen).
range .of emotions, from crying about her husband's
The starman (Jeff Bridges) must convince the condeath to patiently attempting to define English terms. It
fused and emotionally turbulent woman to drive him
is easy to understand how the presence of a being who
halfway across the country. Jenny is at first an unwilling
looks like her late husband Scott is emotionally distresparticipant, but during the course or the journey she
sing and confusing for Jenny. Allen manages to believdevelops a strange yet warnuclationship with the deterably bring that stress to her character.
mined alien.
For Carpenter, best known for his work on such
This trip across America becomes dangerous as they
horror films as Halloween and Stephen King's Christarc chased by government agents who have discovered
ine, this movie represents a bold change. While he has
the alien's presence.
departed from the genre before on television's Elvis, he
Humor abounds in the film with the alien's awkward
has never directed such an intensely emotional advensituation. Because he only knows a smattering of earthture feature.
ly lore, such as how to say ''hello" in 54 languages and
Carpenter is a highly skilled craftsman who knows
the words to the Rolling Stones' .. (1 Can't Get NQ)
what he wants and how to get it. His direction is tight
Satisfaction;' he is constantly asking for word definiand he squeezes everything possible out of the actors
tions or being confused by human actions.
and the scenery.
For instance. the Starman is allowed to drive after he
Some cynics will call Starman sentimental and corconvinces Jenny that he knows the rules and has carefulny, and there will be endless comparisons between it
ly watched her. Approaching an intersection, he
and£ .T., but there's nothing wrong with being charmed
accclemtes when the light turns yellow and narrowly
by a story.
avoids a collision with a tractor-trailer rig.
While I enjoyed E.T., I'd much rather spend my
"Are you crazy?'' Jenny exclaims. "You almost got
money and watch the emotionally satisfying Starman
us killed! You said you'd been watching me, that you
again.
knew the rules."

University of New Mexico swimmers displayed a variety of winning
strokes as the men's team defeated
New Mexico State, and the
women's team beat NMSU and
Wyoming in Saturday's double-dual
meet at the Johnson Olympic Natatorium.
The men's events resembled an
intrasquad meet for the Lobos.
UNM made it a clean sweep with
victories in a1113 events, resulting in
a 76-16 final score.
"We swam very well today considering the hard workout the team
completed in the weight room and
the pool yesterday," UNM junior
Van Hoffman said after winning the
200-yard breast-stroke event.
"Right now we are more concerned
with physical conditioning than

team victories,'' Hoffman added.
"If we're .in good shape, our record
will take care of itself."
In the women's events against
Wyoming, the Lobo women weren't
far behind the me.n in their bid for a
sweep. UNM women won 12 of 13
events, losing only the 200-yard butterfly, resulting in a 76-16 final
score. The women also won eight
eventsagainstNMSU in!l64-31 victory.
In the women's one-meter and
three-meter diving events, Wyoming put on a show with Ginny Freeman, Kristen Coates and Pam Cook
taking the top three spots in both
events.
UNM women won both diving
events against NMSU, led by strong
performances from sophomore diver
Melanie Marshall.
"Our winning times weren't real

A $4.00 V;;~lu~
See Coupon Page

impressive today," UNM head
Coach Bill Spahn said. ''But we've
been working pretty hard in practice, so I think our swimmers are a
little tired when it comes to the
meets."

Christmas comes none too soon
for the Lobo women's basketball
team. After two weeks and only one
home game, the team's record
stands at 2-3, all three losses coming
on the road.
The Lobos latest loss came Dec. l
at Northern Arizona. While the
Lobo men were dropping the championship of the Tribune Classic to
the Lumberjacks, the women were
dropping a 93-71 decision to the
Lumberjills at Flagstaff.
''The wheels came off,'' said
Lobo Coach Doug Hoselton. "It
was just a total team effort; nobody
did anything right. It was just one of
those nights where they (NAU)
could do no wrong, and we could do
nothing right.
"We just didn't come to play,"
Hoselton continued. "We just kind
of stood around." He believes his
biggest problem to be the Jack of
consistency from his players.
"Yvonne (6-1 senior forward
Yvonne McKinnon) has probably
played the most consistent of any·
body," said Hoselton. "Some people have had up or down games or
even up and down minutes. But
Yvonne has shown the most consistency game to game." After five
games, McKinnon has scored 75
points and pulled down 48 rebounds.
Alison Foote, the Lobos leading
scorer last season, has been suffering from a severe lower leg injury.
Despite the pain, Foote has con-

to regroup," Hoselton said.
After the Hardin-Simmons game,
the Lobos' next action will come in
the Lobo Round Robin tournament.
In the round-robin format, UNM
will play Oregon on Jan. 2, Oregon
will play Nebraska on Jan. 3, and
UNM will finish with Nebraska on
Jan. 4.
"I'm excited for that round
robin," Hoselton said. "It's a
shame that most of the students
won't be here to sec it. We're going
to bring in two .teams that can play
hoops."

Lobo skiers
snow train
Yvonne McKinnon.
tinued to play, scoring 100 points
and grabbing 37 rebounds in the five
contests.
According to Hoselton, "Alison
is okay. She's had to play with pain.
We've asked her to do it, and she's
done it."
By this coming Saturday, the
Lobos will have had a two-week
layoff before their next game, a Dec.
15 encounter at University Arena
against Hardin-Simmons University.
"When we set up the schedule, I
was really upset about the two· week
break. Now that we've taken a bit of
a nosedive, it's nice to have the time

By Barbara Armijo

Ca.

From $18 to $26.95

Special
Weekend Rates
Over-night Special $12

51 01 Gibson

It's another season for the thirdbest collegiate ski team in the
country.
University of New Mexico head
Coach George Brooks and crosscountry Coach Klaus Weber took
their teams north two weekends ago
to begin winter training. "The cur·
rent training will be the type of conditions skiers face in actual racing,"
said Brooks.
"We'll be stronger than last year
but so will the No. 1 team in the
nation. I will be happy if we stay in
the top five this year," said Brooks,
''The other teams arc just not going
to sit down for us this year."

505 (262·2277)

1 block Hll of S.n M.11110 I corner of Ortiz •nd Gibson

SUB Theatre

METRO·GOLDWYN MAYER Presents
A JERRY WEINTRAUB PRODUCTION
"DINER"
STEVE GUTIENBERG • DANIEL STERN· MICKEY ROURKE
KEVIN BACON· TIMOI'HY DALY· ELLEN BARKIN
Executive Producer MARK JOHNSON Produced by JERRY WEINTRAUB
Written and Directed by BARRY LEVINSON
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TERRENCE
FARRELL
classical guitarist

ONE NIGHT ONLY!

Donate Blood Plasma
elp Others and Help Y

ssoo bonus

with this coupon on first
donation only.
1 per coupon not valid with other
coupons.
Expires 12~2 t -84

Wednesday
December 12
8:00pm
$8 and $6
"BRILLIANT RECITAL
... a masterful performance
amazing warmth ... flawless
rendering ... Farrell played with deep
romantic feeling ... the packed
audience brought Terrence back for
a final encore and he played the
fiery Danza Paraguya of Barrios
with unmatched brilliance."

Mal/orca, Spain

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
11 Yale Blvd. SE

For Tickets

CALL 766~7816
KrMo THEATRE
5th & Central

:
:
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Women cagers welcome home games
By Jeff Wells

Daily Lobo
Classified Ads
Get Results
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Spahn's ultimate goal is to have
his men swimmers in peak condition
for the Westcm Athletic Conference
championships, March 7-9, in Honolulu.
''Some coaches are very concerned with a overall team record,"
Spahn said. "But as far as I'm concerned, the WAC championships
are the place that individual swimmers and schools need to display
their best effort. A strong effort in
the championships will bring much
more individual, school and conference recognition than a good overall
record,"

:•
:
:

Sat Dec 15 7:15 and 9:15
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Gymnasts sweep Open
By John

Mor~no

The UNM gymnastics team went
to the Rocky Mountain Open Friday
and Saturday and came back with a
double victory. Both the women's
and men's teams finished on top.
The women -- led by Antoinette
Gonzales' top all-around score of
36.5 -- finished first in a field of 12
teams with 175.7 points. Iowa State,
at 168.7, was second and Air Force,
167.9, was third.
Women's Head Coach Pete Longdon was "very pleased" with the
victory. He said the Lobos had 10
falls, a loss of about five points,
which means the team is capable of
scoring 180.
Gonzales scored a 9.3 on the uneven bars, a 9.4 on vault, an 8.8 on
the balance beam and had her best
score on the floor exercise, scoring a
9.55. "It was beautiful," Longdon
said. He said it was a new routine
which she had just finished working
on Thursday night.

During a week that students face
many tough tests in the classroom,
UNM wrestling Coach Bill Dotson
decided his wrestlers could handle
one more ... third-ranked Oklahoma University.
The Lobos lost Wednesday's
night matc,:h to the Sooners, 27-18.
In the 167-pound class, upper left,
UNM's Curtis Luttrell, and. OU's
Steve Rein grapple for the upper
hand, while, above, Lobo Junior .Jon
Head reflect~ the painful side of the
sport. Referee Jim Ottn1ann, left,
watches for a pin between UNM's
Ralph Harrison, on bottom, and
Sooner Ken Fisher.

UNM placed four all-arounders in
the top six finishers. Along with
Gonzales, Tracy Kwiatkowski was
third with a 35.4; Cyndi Backman
finished fourth, scoring 35.2; and
Deneen Black was sixth at 34.95.
For Backman, who sat out last
year, it was her first meet in two
years. "She was sucking a little air
on the final tumbling pass," Longdon said, "but for the first time in
two years, she did real well.''
The other Lobos in the meet were
Chris Riser, 15th overall with a
33.2; mana Carrillo, 24th, 31.95:
and Peggy Carrillo, 29th, 31.4. For
both Carrillos (no relation), it was
their first meet for the Lobos.
"Those two did a good job in competing for the first time for us.':
Longdon said.
The Lobo men, meanwhile,
finished first in a field of 10 teams
with a score of 276 points. Iowa
State was also second in the men's

Photos and text by
JoiJnSamora

***ATTENTION
SCIENCE MAJORS***
We are now taking applications for the

MINORITY BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH SUPPORT PROGRAM

Lobo Matt Arnot scored a 57.35
in the optionals. Arnot didn't compete in the compulsories, however,
because he has developed a whole
new set of routines which, Mitchell
said, they don't want to display just
yet,

"It could hurt you nationally if
the judges give you low scores,"
Mitchell said. He said sometimes
the judges come into the first meet of
the season cold and tend to give lower scores.
Arnot's scores were 9.65 in the
pommel horse; 9.4 in the floor exercise; 9.7 on rings; 9. 75 on high
bar; 9.65 on the parallel b<l!'s and 9.2
in the vaulting event.
Lobo Mike Schmitt scored a 55 .I
in the all-around, including a 9.5 in
the vault. Stewart Butler, despite a
back injury, scored a 53. 75. "He'll
go 55.5 without any problem before
the year is out," Mitchell said.
Although the Lobos lost pommel
horse specialist Steve Hill to graduation, it appears that Tom Novak will
pick up the slack. He scored a 9.75
in the pommel event. Blake Hughes
scored a 9.5 in the vault and a 9.35
on rings.
Despite a nagging ankle injury,
Neil Merrion competed in four
events, but stayed away from the
floor exercise and the vault. "l was
real pleased with Neil Merrion's
performance.'' Mitchell said.
His ankle, however, continues to
give him trouble since an initial in.J\Iry tru~ c~UQ111lJ;.r, )vlitc!tcll. sald it
will be looked at this week by doctors.
Both the men and women will
travel next to Hawaii for the Hawaii
Invitational,Dec.27throughJan.4.

REGULAR $335

ATOMIC AL7 DOWNHILL
SKI PACKAGE
NOW$
Complete with Caber 3 Buckle Boots, Salomon
126 Bindings, Poles, Mounted and ready to go.

REGULAR $300

..

ROSSI~N1L {!!UM

DOWN HILL SKI PACKAGE
Complete with Salomon 326 or Tyrolia 170 Bindings, $15 Ski Poles,
Mounted ready to go.

saa

REGULAR 134.95

GOLDEN TEAM CROSS
COUNTRY SKI PACKAGE
Complete with 75 mm Bindings, Exel Poles (Black), Sportlnia Boots,
and Mounting.

REGULAR 184.95

$119
TRAK ALBERTA CROSS
COUNTRY SKI PACKAGE

Complete with Sportlnia Boots, 75 mm Bindings, Exel Poles and
Mounting.

universal travel service
N

If you are a minority (Black, Chicano, Native American) with a grade point average of 2,5 or better, majoring in the
following sciences: Biology, Chemistry, Biochemistry, or Psychology and would like to work 15 hours a week in a
Research Laboratory, investigate the opportunities .of the MBRS Program. If interested call277-2728, or come by
the Basic Medical Sciences Building, Room 106. Positions beginning January 2, 1985.

Satori Wat
Christmas Ideas trom our 2_ stores:

field with 273.60, and Air Force was
third at 257.85 points.
Lobo Head Coach Rusty Mitchell
said the score was ''very respectable." It puts the Lobos, ranked
11th nationally, in the top six right
now, he said.

We Issue Tickets for All

Airlines
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No Charge for
Our Sewices
s

LOCATED AT RICHMOND 8t CENTRAL
3019 Central l"'E

255·8665

I

1.1~i(f!t
MENS & LADIES
LARGE GROUP OF
SKI TEX BIBS
REGULAR $90

3995

i

,•)

SPECIAL GROUP
MENS & LADIES
SKI PARKAS
YOUR CHOICE

rA-..~-...p;~

30%
OFF

White StagJ
Gerry Down,
Golden Team:.. ..
and Snuggler.

,--.a,.=.-~

YOUR CHOICE

LANGE Z DEMOS or$99
NORDICA 520•s

GREAT STYLE .. , "BUZZER CUTS//
for support hove our special perm or color· weave ...
ond just scrunch your curls in

242-JGHl
500 Copper NW Corner of 5th and Copper

All 3 STORES OPEN
EVERY WEEKNIGHT TIL 9
Until Christmas.
ALL 3 STORES OPEN
SUNDAY 12 to 5

4410 MENAUL NE I 884-6786
1915 JUAN TABO NE I 292-8454
ALAMEDA WEST I 898-0313

SKI RENTAL SHOPS NOW OPEN ALL STORES
INCLUDING THE ALAMEDA WEST STORE
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Caving class sheds light
on underground ecology
By John Moreno

A Permian limestone deposit, partially disolved by groundwater that dried up a long time
before this picture was taken.
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"Actually," he said, "we have a
very good safety record in caving,
but when something happens it's
sensationalized" because people
usually see caves as mysterious
holes in the ground with vampire
bats.
There are no vampire bats in the
United States and "less than 1 percent of bats have rabies,'' which is
far less than the rabbit population,
Deets said.
Both instructors want to stress the
safety and conservation aspects of
the course, which they taught for the
first time in the fall.
"For years, we've been fighting
vandalism," Richards said. "People destroy natural formations and
life forms." He said litter is also a
problem.
Richards and Deets first became
interested in caves about 20 years
ago, when as young teenagers they
they stumbled upon a cave which
contained "a skull and some
bones," Richards said. Five years
later, they •'returned to the cave and
it was filled to the surface with beer
cans. That gives you some idea of

,f. .
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Men's & Women's
single elimination tournament

WIN UP TO $2,40000
TEAM POLLS AND RECORDS
SPORT: 5'10" UnderSPORT: 5'10" Over BB

1. Jukebox Heroes
2. Aba
3. California Kids
4. Swat This
5. Rip City
6. Coronado Zoo
7. FiJi2
8. Sig Eps

4001 OSUNA BLVD. N.E., ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87109 505/345·8777

I'BIX

75~

SPORT: BB (Women)
1. Dowgs
2. Eminence
3. Outlaws
4. Bouncers
5. Kappa Krunch

UNM' s first collegiate meet will
be Jan. 4-6 in Reno, Nev. Brooks
said, "I predict that sometime this
year we could beat the No. 1 ranked
team in the nation (Utah). I hope we
do it in the NCAA finals race, but f
think we could beat them this year."
.q,.qnq.~.q,.q,.q,.q,J

r

Display Advertising
More Than 150
Typefaces Available

<q.<Q><Q>~<q.~<Q!

I need several business-minded
people to earn $200·$4,000 per
month, part-time or full-time.
Call Gene at 898·7740

'I

Flight
Training
The Navy presently has
several openings for the
most exciting and challenging job in the world- Navy
Flight Officer. If you quality,
we will guarantee you a seat
in the most prestigious flight
school. At the completion of
training, you will fly the
Navy's high performance aircraft. BS/BA degree. Less
than 29 years old. Excellent
health. 20/20 vision not required. If you think you can
qualify, and would like to
earn up to $33,000 in four
years, contact:
1·800-354-9627

8206 lomas N.E. 262·2090

Johnson Gym (facility Closed - Construction)
Pool (Dee. 17·21,11:00 a.m.-2:00p.m. &5:00 p.m.•
8:00p.m.)
(.J.an. 3•4, 11 : a.m.• 2:00 p.m. & · 5:00 p.m.· 8:00
p.m.)
(Jan. 7•11, 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. & 5:00 p.m.·S:OO
p.m.)
Carlisle Gym (Hours: 12:00-5:00 p.m.}
(Dates Open: Dec. 17·21, Dec. 26-28, Jan. 2·4, Jan.
7·11}
oo·
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"We're breeding a future of super-cavers," Richards said.
In the future, both instructors
would like to expand this course to
two sections and also teach an advanced course.

meet."

SUNRISE CYCLES

OPEN RECREATION HOURS
SEMESTER BREAK

~

Apparently, their enthusiasm has
rubbed off on their students. ''There
was phenomenal attendance at the
field trips," Richards said. And not
only did the students learn what was
asked of them, but ''they worked on
conservation," he said.

The men's Alpine team will be
returning the strengths of AllAmerican Anders Peinert, Richard
Abruzzo, Anders Bjurrnan, Terry
Larkin and Steve Wood.
All the women who were on the
nationally ranked Alpine team last
year have returned this year including All-American Mia Wllhlquist.
Members include, Saila Miettinen,
Danielle Labrie, Leslie Kasper and
Karen Currie.
This year's cross-country skiers
are: Stefan Parr, Espen Jansen, Pekka Kemppi, Kristian Naess, Vesa
Suomelainen, Per Wassgren, Wenche Hokholt, Siv-Katrin Ramskjell,
national champion Heidi Sorenson,
Kjersti Stenberg, Sissel Trondseth

and Karen Wilson.
"I think the most improved part
of our program is our men's Alpine
team," said Brooks. "Our men's
cross-country tc11m is stronger than
last year's, but I don't know how
they'll act as a team until the first

Plrone:256·970~

cash award for expert intermediate & novice

I
I
I

Deets said, "but it's nice to know
you can do something which most
people have never done. There's not
very many places on Earth where
you can go and say, hey, no one has
ever been here before."

continued from page 19

Small
Investors
Wanted

Address: 138 Harl/ard SE

DECEMBER 14·23

ROUND ROBIN.. BASKETBALL
UNM Leisure Services will be organitlng its "First"
Annual tlound Robin Basketball Tournament, Dec.
21·23. This Is open to the first 16 teams to sign tip.
Three games are guaranteed per team and entry fee
is $80. Entry deadline Is Oec.17 at 5 p.m. for further
details call Leisure Services, 277-4341.

Skiers-------Some of those skills include
crawling between tight spaces and
finding one's way underground
safely. Deets said there are three
basic safety rules, among many
others, which are taught: always
cave with a minimum of four people;
always carry a minimum of three
light sources; and always tell someone where you're going and when
you expect to n:turn.
Other skills include "chimneying,'' or maneuvering down vertical spaces. "It's a skill (students)
can usc their entire life and have a
ball at it," Richards said.
Speaking of having a ball, both he
and Deets have been at it for 20
years, and they talk of the joy of
caving. "I'm not a thrill seeker,"

While it is not an advanced
course, Richards said, "graduates
from this course would be welcome
in any caving group in the world."
Except for climbing and the use of
ropes, which would be taught in an
advanced course, students will, have
learned the basic skills of caving, he
added.

CarriJ out

DECEMBER
RACQUETBALL OPEN

Room 230, Johnson Gym • Phone 277-4347

*SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
Elftployee of the Month _. KaHle Over•yer
The Leisure Services office recognized Kallie Over·
myer as the employee of the month. Kallie, a sopho·
more psychology major from Ft. Wayne, Indiana
stated, "I enjoy working for Leisure Services. The
easy•going atmosphere is condusive to getting my
work done. And, hello to the 'Little Rascals!"' Our
thanks to Kallie for her efforts, and congratulations
as the L.S. employee of the month.

The course has the approval of the
National Speleological Society,
which is the only nationally recognized caving organization, Deets
said.

continued on 23
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LEISURE SERVICES SCOREBOARD

POPE.JO\' STANDINGS wlfh POINTS
MEN
WOMENS
1. Sigma Chi 2275
1. Bouncers 2210
2. Swat/Spews 2100
2. Pi Beta Phi 2005
3. Limestone Cowboys3. Kappa Kappa Gamma
1985
130
4, Lambda Chi Alpha4. Delta Delta Delta 650
1937.5
5. Alpha Chi Omega 320
5. Sigma Phi Epsilon
1695

Some of the caves to be explored
include the left hand tunnel at Carlsbad, which is closed to tourists; the
McKittrick Hill Cave System; the
Grants Lava Tombs; and the Alabaster Cave near San Isidro.

- M·F: Lunch open 11-2/Dinner open 5·9- SaturdaiJ Open 12-9· . . SaturdaiJ aii1JOU can eat buffet
~ just $3. 95 or A La Carte dishes

~~Wl(Q~ifiD IE~-----

BB
1. Scrappy Doo
2. Bad Company
3. Legends
4. Swat
5. Spews Wildabeast
6. White Shadows
7. fiji I
8. Screamin' Eagles

the lack of respect for caves," he
said.
The course, Caving, PE 193, Section 008, will meet for lectures on
Tuesdays from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m.
There will also be four field trips to a
total of six caves. Students will be
required to attend three of the trips.
The lectures will also feature slides,
films and guest speakers, Richards
said.

Chinese food- Szechuan and Mandarin

3301 Juan Tabo l\T.E.

OPERATION SANTA CLAUS
DECEMBER 11, 12, 13, t7 &: 18
ATTENTION: PARENTS!!! Wouldyouryoungson or
daughter enjoy receiving a phone call from Santa
Claus? The UNM Leisure Services Program will pro·
vide this service. For further information and details
call 277-4347, or stop In at room 230 of Johnson
Gym.

continued from page 22

GOLDEN GATE RESTAURANT

:KNIVES

PRESENTS THIS MONTH
Dec. 19: Mark Farner in concert
Formally of Grand Funk Railroad
Tickets $5.00 in advance at World Wide Tickets
Dec. 20: The All Male Review
$3.00 Cover
Dec. 26: CHEAP TRICK in concert
Tickets $8.00 in advance at World Wide Tickets

Did you know that New Mexico
has the widest variety of caves in the
country, and that the University of
New Mexico is one of only three
universities in the country which
teaches a course in caving?
Well, if you didn't, you might
want to read what instructors Jason
Richards and Mac Deets have to say
about the two-credit-hour course
which they are teaching through the
health, physical education and recreation department.
"lt' s for somebody who has never
been a caver before, or anyone
else,'' Richards said.
Richards and Deets both agree
education is necessary to stress safety and conservation, The cavcrs'
motto is "take only photographs,
leave only footprints and kill only
time." And it's one of the questions
on the final exam. "We make sure
everybody knows that,'' Deets said.
He said negative, and incorrect,
images about caves need to be dispelled. "We feel that knowledge is
the best way to present caving,"
Deets said.

Caving

·~'~"·"'·,.'-•·~
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Thursdays Only

CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS
30·50% OFF

to Miller time.

• ENGINE dUARDS
• LUGGAGE RACKS
• CASE SAVERS
LT 125

$1269

4865 PAN AMERICAN N. E., ALBUQUERQUE, NM

® 1994 BeerBrewedbyMIIIet Btewirtg Co, Milwaukee, WI
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Daily Lobo Classifieds
277--5656
Las N oticias

ACCURATE EXCELLENT TYPIST, Term papers,
resumes, etc. 294·0167.
1/31
QUALrt\' TYPING, FAST, accurate, affordable,
294-8133.
12/10
TI'PING, TERM PAPERS, Reasonable charge. 299·
1240,
1115
PROBLEM WITII MATIIMATICS? Statistics?
Sciences? l'aul can help, 265-7799 evenings,
trn
~ A I, BKKG - WORD processing and typing
services, 406 San Mateo NE. Phone: 268·1076; 294·
0273.
2128
WORD PROCESSING PAPERS, resumes. APA
format, etc. Jim 255·2150,
12/10
PROFESSIONAL l'YP.ING: MARY 265·1088
evenings,
12/10
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970, 1/31
99 CENTS PAGE, degreed typist, 344·3345,
12/10
PROFESSIONAL TYI'ING. IDM. Pickup/delivery
(20 page minimum). 281·2913.
1114
I'APERWORKS 266·1118.
tfn
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, Affordable, 2991105.
1115
MAUC'S GUITAR n:NTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE, 265-3315,
tfn
so.-r CONTACT u:NSE.r,; nre now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
c)'c Clinic, across from Lallelles, 5019 Menaul NE,
8884778,
tfn
l'EIU'ORMING ARTS STtJDIO 2219lead Ave SE,
256-1061, Ballet. Jazz, Vocal coaching.
tfn
CONTACT POLISHING, SOJ,UTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas juM west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
trnr.eption, sterilirotion, abortion, Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
I'Rt:GNANCY TES1'1NG A counseling. Phone 247·

ASIJNM FII,M COMMI'ITEE will $how "Diner"
Thursday 12-13 and Friday 12-14 nt 7:15 and 9:15.
Martin Scorsese's "The Last Walt7," with The llaod,
llob Dylan, Van Morrison, and Muddy Waters
Saturday 12·1' nt 7:15 and 9:JS. SUB Theatre. Call
277-5608.
12/10
ASliNM FlLM COMMITTEE presents "Diner"
Dec. 13th, 14tlo and "The La.<t Waltz" Dec. 15th. All
~hows7:1Sand9~1~.
12/10
ca:TAWAY TO SI.OPES and/or beaches
reasonably! Cull Niki: "Sunchaser Tours" 255·6956.
12/10
ARt: VOl! GOOI> enough for the 1984-1985 UNM
I <II em Show? Pick up your appli~'tltion in SUB 248.
12110
MO!->COW-u:NWRAU, 1985.UNM mrnmer
l'ru~ram Contact Ruedcr, Policitnl Science, 277·
~141.
12110
~~~Ai~.;?-·tlNAI.l.Yl ni-:sT of luck on your·
•\l•wtm/\•"oc. Student 1\ffain Committee.
12/10
tl"'l -'>1 iil~c1iRI;;'I MAS Shop! liNM Bookstore
1 •r :~ru.mwt;t,, card<, •;tuffcd nntmnls, a gallery of
, .tl<'ndJI>, h"uk•· rnr,uung umlnld!.
12110

Poersonals

·

111\l'J'\. ll·I>A \' ANn a Merry X•rnas, H,M, Hope
'" • cc tnm<' mo,ie~ (und ;ccing more of you,) Spooky
l•Cnrp~
ll/10
U ':\In':, f RIC WANTS your body! The Jack, 12/10
t>)fit( 'ARADAJ AL, lliARN how to bmd The Ace,
12110
iliiF<-·i ANn JAMES. We want you guys! Kim nnd
llcht>•t•
12/10
titAIUMON, YOli'RE uut: for another whipped·
cream t<•ungue l•ath! The Cards.
12110
0\RMt:l.lTA, YOU'RE A head hunter! The Cards.
12/10
JOliN MAR('F.I.U, \'0\J'RE overdressed! The
twg.
12110
v'.:\1\j AND DOIIBY don't ent Italian food because
'ntnet>ne might mistake your arms for spaghetti! The
K~

~~

Housing

tmo

KEHN (.'l'MMINGS, YOU'RE whlppedl'fhe King,
ll/10
l'RF.SION AND JOHNSON you guys look. like
lireelt (iods! Secret Admircrers.
12.110
MASIU:U I'OTATOES, G~;r a teal tan, and stop
taking dte juice! The King,
12110
sn:, I HAVE 11 guitar on layaway for you at Wild
West Mustc! love,l.ou.
12110
S{'()TfP. D.t.alway~! Love, Ann H.
12/10

Food/Fun
DAN{'E AND CONCERT Dec. 14th and ISth. See
our ad this issue for details or ~I "lllrdsons" 268·
1104.
12/10
Bl.OWOllT AT ATO House 6:00 Dec, 14 UNM ID
Required,

12/10

Services
WElGIIT toSS! GUARA!IoTU:D to lose 10·29
lb~ month. JO day, 1001\'o rdund guarantee. The
on!~ thmgyou ltave 10 lose is weight, Gene 898·7740.
l/18
C'OP\' Y0l1R CASSt;TIF.S ~rofesslonally In
SllRI:O for onlY one dollar. four blotk$ eaSI of
\'NM at the Yoga Center, 3213 Central Nl! 2~$·2900
''tnm Monday thru friday 9·12 and 14:30, Saturday
9 '0·1Z:OOand wcuockMaxdl bl~nks.
12110
l'ROFfSSIONAL WORD PROCESSING, editina
for papen, the~et, dlss(rtationJ, manuscripts,
rc,umc•. Special student discounts. Call New Age
'iCI\lCC~. 298.60()6.
12110
I.OSI:;WEIGIIT NOW ask lllchow. Cnll 242·3001.
12110
nPIS(;, FAST. EXP.:RIENCED. 883·1374. 12110
iliOT ESOU(ifl TIME to clean your hOuse or
ar:mmcnt? l.ct us do it for you. Reliable, Respon·
~tNe, hardworking and l!onded. Reasonable prices.
lallluhe 298>4002 or Beth 822.00S~. . .
12'10
flitS T \\ORO l'ROCESSI!'\G, Theses, dissertations,
tcnt11Japm. 8S00Menaul Nil. 2911·9468.
12.10
Ql Altl\' WORD PROCESSING. Term papers,
r!:~'e<, d;ssertnlion•. l uw tales. ltdpful 'cr\J,e.
Pt.lmr de!tvery. 268:1201.
12·' 10
• >\ST (l.EA~ 1\'PI!'iG. term papers, theses, ar12 10
!,.k,,te>urnes. t'alllU. Cesatt. 29.$-22.35,
PJA""O U:SSOSS - ALL ages. le1cb: Laura
!l.r<Jmcr -- 265·052.
12110
IIORSf.B.\CK RIOl'IIG U:ssoSS. Beginner to
a(!,an.cd. English or Western. Evct)1htng l)ro•!dcd.
!l.ca,,,r.a~!c fl\!es. J eaneu~. evenings 822~8413. 2101
llH.'At'SE \'Ol' CA1'i'T be too thin or too rich
~ou'd bctler not be :oo busy to cllll29J·j262 or 211·
4684 c~cning;.
12110
PROFF.SSIOSAL WORD PROCESSING, paper$,
manus.:r1pts, theses, resumes. Call The Home ornce
R84·3497.
trn
\\ORO PROCESSISG. QUALITY. accurate work.
Tetm papers, these~. resume$. Nancy, 821·1490.
12110
TI'PI'iC;:Z55•J337.
IllS
TI'PING SERVICES, tERM papers and reports.
Busmm rcpom and correspondence, Pat294·1033,
1/18
OUTSTANDING QUALrt\', REASONABLE
prices. Papers, manuscripts, word processing, theses.
Resumes.881-031l,
.
.
1/18
TI'PING PROFESSIONAI.SUIES1S, dissertations,
reports, stati!llcal, e(e. We specialit.t in s!atist!cal
typlttg, Minor grammatical editing Included. Attnila
Robbins192-9013129j·l461.
12110
HIGH QUALITY TYPING on word. processor;
reasonable tares. Call Good lml)resslons 294·1564.
.12110.
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l2 slices of cheese pizza ,
't
II & a large soft drinkCoupon good
.. . . \
today

,_-.. . :!.:!J!! -- !'t!~o,!4- -·'

ROOMMATE WANTED 3 bdr house $27Simo,
utilities included, Call John 841·6252; 293•5518,
12/10
ROOMMATE WANTED. SllARE 2•bdr furnished
apt. with SliY male 5tudent, $100 plus Vt utilities. IV.
blocks to UNM. evenings 266-2765,
12110
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share furnished
apartment access to: Clubhouse jacuui, sauna,
weight room, and outdoor pool. Call Michael Wilson
881 ~0339.
12110
MALE SEEKING TWO females, 25 and over to
share four bedroom home in northeast. 881-4376, wk
766·7463, ask for Mr. Penner.
12110
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share two
bedroom apartment near Girard and Indian School,
If interested please call Cindy 268·5101, work 277·
6236.
12110
HOUSE TO SHARE. Own room, 195$ plus utilities.
N. Valley, available now. $50 DD. Call344-6359.
12110
BLOCK TO UNM. One bedroom apartment, fully
furnished, new carpet. $260 Includes utilities 209·6
Columbia Sl!. 2S5·268S.
12/10
1 BDRM FURNISHED private yard 2 blks UNM.
21!0 month plus utilities. ISO DD. V. month Dee, free.
256-1671,
12/10
ROOMMATE WANTED -TO share large 4 bdr, 2
bath. house neat San Mateo & Copper with 3 other
women and 2 dogs, Couttyard, backyard, fireplace,
washing machine. SlSO plus 11 utilities. Move In Jan.
l. 268-4892.
12/10
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. Two blocks south
of campus. 27$.00. 268·5221 evenings.
121JO
WOMAN ROOMMATE TO share4 bedroom house,
4 blocks south of campus. Fireplace, hardwood
floou. Basement ideal for craftswork. You use two
bedrlloms. $250/mo plus !h utilities. 268·7285. 12110
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share two
bedroom apartmer.t near Girard and Indian SchooL
lrintereued please call Cindy 268-SIOI.
12110
NONS~toKJSG JIOUSEMATE NEEDED starling
12:1~. 150rmo (plus uti.). NeatUNM. 242-0$37.
12/10
not:s~; REQl'IRED FOR couple from New
Zealand Mid January to May, Phonc168·4686.
IiilO
SHARE ltOl'S•: ... St:. Own room. No smokers.
:O.Ieb~sa,143·8386.
12110
tl0l'Sf.MA1E, TAYLOR RANCH non-smokers
employed, $2~0, •;, utilities, pri•ate bath, bedroom,
'!hare kitchen, laundry, living, dining rooms. Call
KerrY 883·1 122, 898·~050.
12/10
Wll.L SHARE NICE house nearby with liOn·
smoking, male grad student. 5210 including utilities.
268-6617.
12110
REASONABLY QUIET ROOMMATE needed.
Nice, closeneighbdthood. 265-5111.
01/14
ALTERNATJVt: LIFESTYLE: BRING your
RVITtavel Trailer to Palisades RV Park, 9201
Central NW, Blf-5001!. Laundrr, showers, tee room,
IS mitt, to UNM. Sl50/month phls tax.
12110
THE CITADEL: SUPI!:RB location ncar UNM and
downtown. !Jus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
ot efficiency, $:1.70 to 5370. All utilities paid. Delu~e
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. Open Sundays, I520 University Nil.
243·2494.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENC\' apaMment, .1410 Oitard
1\I,E,, $2$0/mo., for one person, $270/mt!. rot i
persons, all utilities paid, SI7S secutltydeposi!, Fully
furnishcd·sccuriiy locks and laundrY facilities. No
children or pets, Please tall before 6:00 lit tht
e•·enlng, 266-8392.
ttn

HEALTH
INSURANCE
at reasonable rates
Hospitalization
Major Medical
Maternity Benefits .
lnsuranc~ Manag~menl Corp.

265·6777

676 San Mateo NE

IBM CORRECTING SELECfRIC, Excellent, $,0,
offer, 277-~076.
12/10
HONDA ACCORD $1100. 277-3076
12/10
BUNDY FLUTE: PERFECI' condition. Nice case
included, Caii243·209S, $160,
12/10
1971 VOLKSW AGON VAN, Best offer. 345-3978.
12/10
LADIES NORDICA TRIDENT air $Y$tem boots size
BV. bought last season ror $245, Will sell for $100 or
best offer, 265-2986.
12/10
DOLLS FOR ADOPTION Only $19.99, Call 266·
0211.
12/10
1971 V.W. BUG, Runs great, new radials, rebuilt
engine. $1100 OBO. Cnll256-3948.
12110
IIUSGVARNA CJIAIN SAW L65 20" bar extra
chain. Good condition, $200, 256-3568,
12/10
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS, Donna 2400·PC, Mica
bottoms, ZOO's. Never been used, $85, Lynn, 344212S,leavemessage.
12/10
COMPUTER SALE ENDS 12/31/84, Morrow MD3
64K, 2 floppy drives, moniter, keyboard, 18CPS
Daisyw!1eel printer, plus: Newword wordprocessor,
supercalc, database mgs., bookkeeping, Basic 80,
CP/M2.2, all for $1995, Barr~ at881·2212,
12110
COMMODORE COMPUTER WJTH many extras
including custom made desk. Call Heman 888-0674
evenings, keep trying,
12110
<'ASSETTt: TAPE GIFfSI When you record those
precious family gatherings bring them to us for copies
for every family member. SJ each, Cassette Corner,
222 Yale SE,
12110

Employment
STtJDENT PUDUCATIONS DEPARTMENT
needs pnste·up, typesetting person for Spring
Semester, Evening hours, work on Daily Lobo
12/10
produclion.ApplyRm.l31 Marron Hall,
PART·TIME HELP needed at Laura's Landing.
2300 Buena Vista SE. 842·0158.
12110
ENTERTAINMENT THEATRE SALES part·time
positions available to energetic individuals who enjoy
theatre. The New Mexico Rep Theatre needs you to
promote our premiere season. Call Ms, Fontera at
262-0927 between 1·3 and7·9 p.m •. only.
1/16
PART·TIME TAX preparers needed. Must have
knowledge of tlllt preparation. No e~perience
neces~ry. Day evenings weekends 53.50.54.00/hou.r.
Call Gloria Padilla 3444230,
12/10
PART·TIME SALES. Must have sales and/or
personal computer experience. Minimum of20 hours.
Send resume to Softwalre Centre, 7618 Menaul NE,
Albuquerque, NM 87110.
12/10
WORIVSTUD\' STUDENT, 20 hours/week, $4.25·
$4,50/hour, Youth Employment Programs, en·
thuslaslic, self·starter. Call Will Hoffman, Work
Unlimited, City or Albuquerque, 766-7200.
12110
WANTED: GYMNASTJC INSTRUCI'OR for
Preschoolers. Assist In an EKpandlna Program. Call
.898-7334. Westside Gymnastic Academy.
12110
WANTED: PREFERED MEDICAL student, with
own transporlatlon to sit with male patient a few
hours. Hours and talary to be discussed. 243·2561.
12110
I NEED A Spanish language tutor. Hours must be
flexible. Call Rick- 822·8430,1eave message. 12/10
START YOUR NEW Year out rlshl with a job at
school felatfons, Several jobS' available for work·
study qualifiedapplicanu. Call277·5161.
12/10
GOVERNMENT JOBS. SI6,559-SS0,553/year. Now
Hiring. Your Area. Call 1·805·687·6000 Ext. R·9786.
12110
GAIN BUSINESS EXP£RlENCE: part•time
_posltlon open at the NM Dally Lobo business office
for a student Interested In the following: work ina with
the public, typing, general bookkeepina and ac•
counting procedures ·and computer experience. Prefer
a business or accountlna student. Apply Marron Hall
rm 131. Work-study qualified only.
tfn
WORK FOR SOCIAL Change! Organizing and
fundraising. Call ACORN 247·9792 fuiVpart lime
positions available.
12110
WORK·!>'llJD\'/NON work-study students, Have a
jcb wailing fot you when you return for spring
semester. Bring clan schedule and apply at NM
Union Food Services, Student Union Bids. Call277·
2811 ifyouneedaddilionalinformation.
12110
\\ORK STUDY•OFFICE Assistant, Albuquerque
Police Department l'i!cal Office, Aeeounu Payable.
Lighttypin!(. Robert Cordova, 848·3250.
12110

Travel

·

~IDE NEEDED TO StC llftet 12/25 to return by
Ii9. Will sharee~pei\ses. Kathy,277•2415, i66-03lO.
12/10
RIDERS NEEDED TO N.Y. City or between,
leaving Dec. 26. Call Andrew 294-1680; Danny 27?·
5380.
11110
VAIL DECEMBER 15·22. Ski great slopes, six days,
$240. Small non•ptofit group. Best atcomodalions.
Daniel, 291-0567.
01/14

Specializing in
Fine Art &oks
NEW· USED · RARE
Also, imported records
from Brazil, Cuba,
Africa, Ireland, etc.
3215 Silver SE
(near Nob HiltJ
Open Thesday~Satutday,
10:30-4:30

(505) 266-8885
lOOAl OFF With this ad
until Christmas

LOST STAINLESS STEEL Seiko watch, blue race in
1st noor SUB men's bathroom Friday ll/30. Reward
for return, no questions asked, Contact Paul 8361046.
12/10
LOST WOMAN'S TOPAZ pendant, Family
heirloom, lteward, 836-2496,
12/10
HEWLETT PACKARD CALCULATOR found
Mechanical Engineering Bldg, Contact Jim 242·9572,
12/10
LOST AM\'THEST RING sometime in Sept, Sen·
limental value. Reward ~77-4~28, after 5:30 8692724,
12/10
LOST LIBRARY BOOKS? Check in room 131
Marron Hall.
12/10
LOST-SMALL Ar>tETHYST heart pendant.
Reward. 266-8480,
i2/JO
IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, 1I!IV. Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound, 262·2107.
tfn

Miscellaneous
BELLY DANCERS CIIECK spring schedule for
intermediate and beginning classes. Information:
12110
Mary Ann Khanlian 897·2028,
J Wll.L PURCHASt; your used drafting equipment,
Call Roger, 266·3180.
12110
HOPE TO MEET Peace Activists while in
Albuquerque, December 27·29, to discuss our trip to
United Nations University for Peace in Co5ta Rica.
The Cross-Cultural Interchange. Frans Nelson,
Ph.D, 714·548-9674,
12/10
FREE BOOKS AND sale: Birdsong Books and
Records tllru Dec. 31. Phone268·7204, 139 Harvard.
12110
SUOULD OLD ACQUAINTANCE be forgot? Not
at The Turquoise Flamingo 120 Amherst NE where
you'll find glittery Vintage attire for the days lind
nights of Auld lang Syne, Open Sundays till New
Years,
12/10
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 through the
US government? Oct the facts today! Ca111·312·742·
1142 Ext. 9340-A,
12/10
WILD WEST MUSIC wants to sell it all! Oreal deals
at our January Clearance Sale going on right now in
December! Save S·551f• on Everything from quitau
and amps to keyboards and accessories. 700 First
Street, NW. 243·2229. Hurry! Sale ends January 2,
1985.
12/10
PARACHUTE PANTS CLOSE out sale! While
supplies last, We don't want them any more. 59.99 a

pair. 2 pair for $18.99, Kaufman's West, A real
Army/Navy Store. 1660 Euba!lk NE. 293-2300, 1211~
MOUNTAIN BIKES ~RE affordable. Skate City
255·4336,
12/10
CHIUSTMAS SHOPPING? KAUFMAN'S! Mash
Trivia. Game, <:hildren's Canto, !·shirts, grenades,
bombs, htdiana Jones Fedoras. Kaufman's. A rent
Army/Navy Store, 1660 Eu1Jank NE, 293-2300.12/10
COLD? REALLY! WHY? down coats, leather
jackets, eamuffs, gloves, watch-caps, mufflers.
Kaufman's A real Army/Navy store. 1660 Eubank
NE. 293·2300.
IZ/10
SALE TIIRU DECEMBER 10.500/a off all books,
folkwear patterns, imported clothes and g!ft items,
The Bookcase l09 Mesa SE 247-3!02 Tuesday·
Saturday 10.6,
12110
QUALITY USED BOOKS, Numerous out.of·print
Southwest and more, l'yro's, 3023 Central NE, 12110
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students,
Inquire abou, affordable and reputable car, life,
mobile home, homeowners, re.~ters, and health in·
surance, No pressure or pushy sales pitch, Ask for
12/10
John at298-5700 (days and evenings).
SHOP PYRO'S FOR jugglir•ll• magic and unusual
gifts. 3023 Central NE,
12!10
~\'EGLASSES. WHOLESALE TO the public,
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices, Span frames and sunglasses, Dunedain
Opticians, 255·2000,
tfn

Yule Log
CHRISTOPHER: HI SWEET(:IEART, Have a
Merry Christmas, 1985 will be the best year we've
spent! I Love You. SL.
12/10
JOYCE AND CARL. A Christmas poem for
you, - Tis the season - business ls slow - but
tltats no reason - to feel low, - What's important
you see- Is you have famlly and friends who Jove
you-· and thats the best therapy. Feliz Navidad.
12110
MERRY CHRISTMAS AARON and Da~ld, from
theGhon of Spaghetti Dinner Past,
12/10
EWP- PASS THAT final! That's a motivating
order. Have a Merry Christmas. Hey, I do care.
Love, Nightowl.
12110
MERRY CIIRISTMAS ASUNM Senators! - Sen.
I.K,
12110
PAUl.: lfAVE A Merry Christmas in D.C. but don't
forget about your girl back in Grants. Lisa.
12/10
M.c. -HAVE A Merry Christmas! I'll miss you
more than a little, Keep on singing!.
12110
ZEKE: I WILL be thinking of yol! over the holidays
and I hope you have the best, Take care, I Love You,
Lena,
12/10
1.000 ,\D STAFF: Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year, you guys, Take it easy and don't work too
hard. See you in January. CWC.
12110
NIPPY - HAVEN'T FORGOTTEN, Merry
Christmas- Love you lots, Anth,
I:Z/10
MERRY CHRISTMAS DUPER - I'm really
looking forward to our second Christmas together.
Love, Scooper.
12110
THANKS TO ALL my students for a fun
semester- Jonathan Nimitz.
12/10
Al.ABAMA WOMAN: FOR Christmas you get 40
lashes with a hair brush I (If you know what I mean,).
12/10
NALGAME I)JOSI FELIZ Navldad a todas las
gordas olvldadas. Un gran arrope,
12/10

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
44 Invoice
1 Booted
45 Wickedness
5 To - - :
46 Valley
Flawless
48 Risks money
9 Drank much 52 Atlantic area
14 Insipid
56 Infant
15 Server
57 Asian nobles
16 Choleric
58 Pack animal
171ndigo shrub 59 " - 18 Region: abbr.
chancel"
19 Cane: var.
60 Pin
20 Negative
61 Exploiter
21 Hopelessly
62 Parol
23 Talk over
63 Vegetables
25 Czech river
64 Obtains
26 Can. prov.
65 Cistern
27 Stare
DOWN
29 Girl's
1 Sustain
nickname
2 Asian city
32 Jostle
3 Leaves out
35 Plucky
4 State: abbr.
36 Expos or
5 Bear witness
Braves
6 Ringlet
37 Not taped
7 Wyatt 38 Cemented
8 "Jane_ ..
39 Holy Roman
9 Harangue
10 Declaim
emperor
40 Supra
11 Fatherhood
41 Danish length 12 And others
13 Refuse
unit
42 Dean
21 Sandhill
43 By
22 -In:

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

Involved
24 Shield
27 Small
hammer
28 "Verily!''
30 Feed the kitty
31 Gas
32 Swill
33 Apiary
34 Auto gear

42 Singer
44 Detonates
45 Scoffs
47 Bird
48 Key
49 Emporium
50 Sum
51 Dillydally
52 European
53 Pierre's G. F.
35 vex
54 Complacent
36 Not a person 55 UK river
38 Containers
59 Pronto

